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BANDIT HAS THE RIGHT MACHINE FOR YOU!
• 6", 9", 12", and 18" diameter capacity hand-fed chippers
• 14", 18", and 19" Whole Tree Chippers in towable or self-propelled
• 3680 Beast Recycler Waste Reduction Machine

MORE TREE PROFESSIONALS USE BANDIT CHIPPERS BECAUSE
THE SUCCESS OF THEIR COMPANY DEPENDS ON IT!
For the latest information on Bandit or to see a Bandit Chipper in
Operation contact:

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, Ml 49340 PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 561-2270
FAX: (517) 561-2273 • E-Mail: brushbandit@eclipsetel.com • Website: www.banditchippers.com
WO#4969
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NAA Pocket Guides
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Safe Tree Felling

topics
WAP-d.tGuod.

NAAP.d.

Electrocution

Preventing Falls

NAA Pocket Guide

Identifying
Hazard Trees
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Get your set
$16 plus S&H

TODAY!

800-733-2622 I 603-314-5380
Web: www.naflorb.com Email: naa@natlarb.com
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TCI's Version of "Back to the Future"
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In my hands, I am holding the first TCI magazine ever printed. It
contains the dreams of an industry—a board/staff vision to expand cornm unication, share successes and failures, and take NAA to the next level
of member service.

Publisher

Cynthia Mills. CAE
Edi tor

Mark Garvin
Technical Editor

A lot of familiar names are throughout this edition. Walt Money provides insights into "Success in Commercial Arboriculture." Reading
through the text, there are some familiar themes—insurance, estimates, the lawn care influx, government regulation, good employees, training, profits. A page over, John
Hendricksen and Bob Felix emerge from yet another conversation with OSHA. Another
article expounds upon professionalism and what that means from the client perspective.
Mark Tobin shares his knowledge with a colleague in a related photo. Attorney Steve Semler
contributes an article on employers and strikes. Al Shigos new book is reviewed. Within
the pages, there are also a lot of familiar names, ads and pictures of Associate Members,
without whose support this dream would not have been possible. Our deepest thanks to
them for a decade of contributions to the advancement of the industry!

Peter Gerstenberger
Graphic Designer

Martha Brisk
Publication Manager

Patricia Felix
Marketing Communications
Manager

Chris Brown
Accounting/Editorial/Sales Offices
3 Perimeter Road. Unit I
Manchester, NH 03103
PHONE: (603) 314-538()
FAX: (603) 314-5386
E-Mail: NAA@natlarb.com

Ten years later, this anniversary issue is our timepiece. It serves as a benchmark for how
far arboriculture has come, how much things have changed and improved—in business
practices, safety procedures, the use of technology and our understanding of employee work
environments—and the ongoing value of working together to better the industry. TcI magazine has become the flagship publication dedicated to the commercial tree care industry.
Through the generous contributions of articles, advertising and reader feedback, we have
achieved this status in many countries throughout the world. TCI not only serves as a source
of knowledge, it has become our marketing piece, expanding to reach tree care companies
all over the world.
And yet, this issue also shows how much has stayed the same. Though our equipment
.
•
improves and our clothes are different, the people with a passion for this industry are what
tree care is all about. The questions we ask are still very similar to the ones we sought
answers to ten years ago. Even in good economic times, the going is tougher, because the
business world in which we are operating is more complicated. Our industry still has a long
way to go. We need to embrace sound business practices more fully and challenge ourselves to give business management as much time and effort as we do tree care.

www.NATLARB.com
Circulation
TCI. PO Box 15907
North Hollywood. CA 91615-5907
FAX: 818-760-4490

U
National Arborist Association
2000 Officers & Directors
James Allard. Chairman
Asplundh Tree Expert Compan\
Willow Grove. Penns y lvania
Mark J. Tobin, Vice Chair
Hartney/Greymont
Needham. Massachusetts

Tim Johnson, Senior Director
Artistic Arborist
Phoenix, Arizona

So, TCI leads the industry into another decade of tree care, armed with the pledge to
bring you the best of business management articles, tree care information, and our love of
sharing the best of all of you with each other world-wide.

Rusty Girouard
Madison Tree Service. Inc.
Milford, Ohio
The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co
Stamford. Connecticut
Dan Christie
Metropolitan Forestry Services. Inc.
Ballwin, Missouri
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Two new Terex Telelect models take tree care professionals to greater heights.
The Hi-Ranger XT-5 Series has grown with the addition of
the XT-58 and XT-60 with 63 ft. and 65 ft. working heights.
An optional transverse hydraulic lift available for all XT-5
Series models adds another 10 ft. of working height.
All have the attributes that have made the Terex Telelect
Hi-Ranger XT Series the preferred aerial device for tree
trimming: including emphasis on in-house design and
manufacturing, unique Tr-Link upper boom articulation,

and extended work zone with a more compact and
maneuverable travel package. Plus great strength-to-weight
fiberglass upper and lower booms also provide more
uniform and consistent electrical insulating properties than
other alternatives.
For more information on Terex Telelect Hi-Rangers, see
your Terex Telelect distributor or call (605) 882-4000,
FAX (605) 882-1842. Telelect is ISO 9001 certified.

SIMPLE, AVAILABLE AND COST EFFECTIVE"

www.terexlift.com

I TEREX TELELECT

600 Oakwood Road •Watertown, SD 57201 USA
(605) 882-4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842 • E-mail: watertown@terexlifting.com
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Lightning Protection for Trees
By Marian Perkowski

Profits in the Slow Season
By Colleen Heraty

im Tree Education and Philosophy
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Educating the Next Generation
By Howard Eckel

0

Outlook

(D

Management Exchange

State-of-the-art lightning protection systems offer protection
to thousands of valuable trees. This sideline business offers
low barriers to entry and easy-to-learn installation methods.

Cover Photo

By Cynthia Mills, CAE
The future isn't as far away as you think.

By Ronald C. Reece, Ph.D.
Succession planning for small businesses
should be an ongoing process.

Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree
care industry

24 Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger
DOT proposes changing hours of service
regulations.

Photo courtesy of Independent Protection

26 Branch Office
By Mary Mc Vicker
Managing the transition from a oneperson show to team management.

Industry Input
Candid comments from our readers.
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Specifications:
A.

General:

ti'.+-y.

Ualvannealed)

1. Underbody Tool Boxes:

All G-60 Galvannealed Material
(zinc coated, resists rust)
All Wiring in Conduit
Sealed Lexan Lens Lights Meet
FMVSS 108 Specifications
Anti-Sail Mud Flaps
Hoist with Power Take Off
Trailer Light Connector, Six Pole
Pintle, Pin, or Pintle/Ball Combination Trailer
Hitch with Tow Hooks
Bodies: Mounted, Undercoated, Chemically
Degreased, Coal Tar Epoxy Coating inside Chip Box,
Primed and Painted
Stainless Steel Hinge Pins with Grease Zerks
Weatherproofed Tool Boxes
Chipper Air Exhaust Vents

B. Overall Body Dimensions:

(two) 48" long x 20" high x 20" deep

U
2

"L" Cross Box:
24" long x 92" wide x 26" high across chassis rails
Door: 24" long x 48" high; six rope hooks,
stationary shelf and water cooler holder
Ladder Box: (inside chip box)
143" long x 17" wide x 27" high
Pruner Box: (inside chip box)
168" long x 17" wide x 12" high
Locks:

Slam, keyed with hidden theft resistant rods

Length: 168"
Height: 72" (Inside)
Width: 92"

E. Optional
Tool boxes and Step-Type Rear Bumper

C. Chip Box Material: (Galvannealed)
Floor: 10-ga. plate
Sides & Front: 12-ga. plate
Top: 14-ga. plate
Tailgate: 12-ga. plate with tubing frame
(270: swing)
Runners: 8" structural channel
Cross Members: 3" structural channel
Rear Vertical Support: formed 1/4" plate
Rear Horizontal Support: 4" x 4" x 1/4"
square tubing

340 East Dixon Blvd. Shelby, NC 28150
704.482.1477 1.800.331.7655
04.482.2015 Fax 1.800.458.8296
E-mail: southcoshelby.net
061

Behind rear axle 34" long x 20 high x 20 deep
Cab Protector
Top Ladder Rack with Access Steps
Electric Trailer Brake Control
Wheel Chocks and Holder

NOTE: Chassis Cabs Available to
complete the package 102"
CA Chassis Cab required.
Please circle 60 on Reader Scr\ ice Card
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TCI's Tenth Anniversary
Ten years ago this month a new magazine was launched for the commercial
tree care industry.

ON

QD Industry Almanac

Important regional and national
meetings and activities

0

Classified Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses,
new and used products for sale

Roots of Tree Care

The slow-down of tree work during the winter can put a crunch on
revenue. As the holiday season gears up, many commercial tree
care companies unhitch the chippers and take up strands of lights.
supplementing regular work with holiday decorating services.

By John Gunnell
Tree care trucks went high-tech in
the '60s.

Reader's Forum
By George R. Pogue, Jr.
Some words of advice from an experienced
buyer of used tree equipment.

Pest Management
By David M. Munson
Learn to distinguish sawflies from
caterpillars in pines.

-

tow

NAA Forum
A new video is in the works for
groundworker training.

Dr. Alex Shigo focuses on tree education: what it is, what it can do
for you and what it can do for trees.

Book Reviews
Tree & Shrub Handbook and Ninth
Edition of Guide for Plant Appriasal.

Tree News Digest
By Keith A. Regan
News, stories, clips and information on
trees from around the world.

From the Field
By Doug Tucker
Words of advice from an arborist who
was jolted into respecting electricity.

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest
industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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V"I OAK
35 Horsepower • Compact Tow
Behind • Large Cutting Dimensions

• 25 Horsepower • Self Propelled
• Full Hydraulic Control • 35" Width
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Ark

44 Horsepower Diesel • Remote
Control Available • Most Powerful Portable

35 Horsepower • 35 Width

Self Propelled
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NURRICANE
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-'' /3 riP Diesel • 1 1/2" Thick 31" Diameter -"q
Cutterwheel • Suspension Available • Remote
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Horsepower Diesel '6'Tonguth

• Suspension Standard • Remote Control

Control Available
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Arborists install air terminals (points) and secondary conductors in a tree's broad canopy.
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hat takes nature decades, if not centuries.
to create, lightning can destroy in mere
seconds. Packing incredible amounts of energy (up to 100 million volts of electricity), lightning
can fell a 200-year-old oak or cause irreparable damage to a young birch or stately magnolia tree.
There are few things in nature mightier than lightning.
In fact, this natural force is considered by some scientists
to be the catalyst that sparked the chemical evolution of
life on earth. Conversely, the power of lightning can also
destroy life. Hundreds of rare, historic and prized trees
are destroyed or damaged by lightning strikes every year
in the United States. It is possible, however, to provide
protection for trees in both residential and commercial
landscapes. State-of-the-art lightning protection systems
offer protection to thousands of standing trees and insure
their enjoyment by future generations. Lightning protection systems for trees are designed to reduce the threat of
fire and explosions caused by lightning. By intercepting
and directing the lightning strike onto a specified path
along the tree, and guiding the current harmlessly to
ground, the destructive effects of the strike are eliminated
or drastically minimized.
By virtue of their height, all trees are susceptible to
a lightning strike. The severity of damage to a tree struck
by lightning is dependent on several variables, including the power and duration of the lightning bolt, the
tree's height, depth of the root system, type of soil, location and composition. In addition, the moisture
content of the tree can affect the degree of damage.
When a tree is wet, lightning tends to follow the outside line of the tree: when dry, the bolt tends to travel
through the inside, creating great amounts of steam and
splintering or blasting the tree apart.
According to Dr. Kim Coder of the University of
Georgia's College of Agriculture and Environmental
Sciences, there are six main types of storm damage to
trees. Each type is the result of a complex and interactive mix of tree problems and climate. These include:
blow-over
stem failure
crown twist
root failure
branch failure

6.

lightning
Inherently, trees are designed to withstand the elements of nature. Lightning damage, however, is a
life-threatening situation for a tree. Whatever the species, preferred lightning targets among trees are a
lone-standing specimen, the tallest surrounding tree or
a tall tree at the end of a row or edge of a grove facing
an approaching thunderstorm.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2000
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A lesson on lightning

the bolt of lightning,
''People who don't do much for their trees
channeling
its
energy
on
Lightning is created as varying charges
in terms of maintenance won't install proa controlled, isolated path.
of positive and negative polarity build up
tection systems. Upscale customers are
The lightning current is
in the atmosphere during a storm. The redirected harmlessly to
more conscious of the aesthetic and monsult is a negative discharge, or current, sent
ground. Damage to the
rushing toward the earth. As this downetary value of their trees. When
tree is thus drastically reward force nears the ground, positive
homeowners develop the same mindset for
duced, if not eliminated.
charges rise up to meet it. As the tip of the
There are several reathe trees on their properties as golf courses
negative charge (stepped leader) thrusts
sons
to
consider
lightning
toward the ground readying to discharge
do, they will spend to protect.
protection for trees. First.
its energy, its path is erratic. Nearing the
a tree struck by lightning
earth, positive charges are attracted by it
can
cause enormous damand strain up from roof edges, trees, fencwhich endorses certification of lightning
age
to a residence or nearby structure,
ing, etc. As the path to the ground is
harming individuals within. Another conprotection systems and installations, it is
completed, a closed circuit or lightning
sideration is the aesthetic value of the tree.
recommended that trees which have a trunk
flash is created. The tremendous amount
located within 10 feet of a lightning-proIt is impossible to replace the magnificence
of heat within the bolt, along with sudden
tected
building, and branches extending to
of
a
200-year-old
tree.
In
addition
to
aesair expansion and contraction, can instanthetic
value,
repair
or
removal
costs—and
a
height
above the building, be equipped
taneously splinter a tree upon impact. Once
replacement of a lightning-damaged tree—
with lightning protection. This not only
the connection is made, lightning either
can be expensive ventures. As cited in the
protects the tree, but also helps eliminate
moves in a narrow line down the branches,
Ninth Edition of the Guide for Plant Apor reduce the possibility of lightning strikstems and roots of the tree, or along a wide
praisal,
ing the tree and sideflashing, or jumping
published
by
the
International
pathway encompassing the entire tree cylSociety of Arboriculture, "The aesthetic
to the nearby structure. It should be noted,
inder. Lightning destroys tissue by
lightning-protection systems on trees
values (of trees) are very difficult to deelectrical disruption and heat. Massive root
within close proximity to buildings or resitermine and are very subjective. Research
damage may occur and often goes undetected. Lightning damage can also lead to
dences do not provide protection to nearby
indicates that the value trees add to a parexcessive water loss, leaving the tree vulstructures.
ticular property ranges from 15 to 25
nerable to destruction by pests.
Lightning protection is commonly conpercent of the total land value."
When a tree is equipped with a lightning
sidered by arborists for residences, golf
According to the Lightning Protection
courses and public areas where large trees
protection system, the system intercepts
Institute, a not-for-profit organization
are protected in order to minimize liability risks. While a protected tree does not
provide the same degree of personal safety
as a protected building, it does decrease the
occurrence of sideflashing and potential
bodily harm. However, it is never recommended to use a tree equipped with a
lightning protection system as a personal
safety shelter during a storm.
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES

The Difference Between
Splendor And Splinters
•

More Profits
• Needed Service
• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment
Door Opener And
Sales Closer
Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit

•

•
•

• VHS-How To

Install Tree
Systems ($14.95)

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET. GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526
E-Mail: info@ipclp.com

FAX

(219) 533-4116
(219) 534-3719

Please circle 35 on Reader Service Card
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Lightning protection
system design
Lightning protection systems for trees
contain four main components:
air terminals
conductor cables
connectors or fasteners
grounding devices
Only copper elements are recommended, as substitutes may corrode and
deteriorate, compromising the system
and damaging the tree.
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Full Line Available
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Air terminals (rods) are designed to
intercept lightning strikes and conduct
the electricity to ground. Commonly referred to as lightning rods, terminals are
solid and made of copper. Air terminals
are commonly mounted at the uppermost
extension of the main trunk of the tree
and outer peripheral branches, in an
umbrella-like fashion. The height and
type of the tree determine the number of
terminals used within the system.
Primary and secondary conductors are
made of multi-strand copper cable and
connect air terminals to grounds. The
conductor system forms a network of
conductors connecting the possible
points of lightning contact, and leads the
current downward on multiple paths to
ground. The conductors are loosely
coursed, following the contour of the
tree, allowing for wind movement. In
order to avoid possible injury to the root
system, conductors extend out and away
from the base of the tree.
Connectors are made of copper or

bronze and come in a
variety of configurations. The purpose of
these components is to
connect the grounding
system to the primary
conductor cable.
Grounding systems
consist of metal rods,
which are attached to the
primary conductors, and
are set at least 10 feet
deep into the earth.
Properly made ground
connections are essential
to the effective functioning of the lightning
protection system.

-.

iIitiii:
—
—

A shallow trench for the system's down conductor runs in
a radial direction from the tree's trunk to the dripline. To the
left of the trench is the spool holding the copper conductor,
to the right is the 10-foot ground rod.

Installation
Proper installation is paramount to the
integrity of the system. There are currently three recognized national codes or
standards to follow when installing lightfling protection for trees. These standards

You couldn't chase the arborists we know up a tree
without their Wesco Highliners. No way. A person
builds trust in a boot that offers serious support
and a rigid sole - one that will keep the old
heels from getting painful climbing spurs. Your
Wesco Highliner is the genuine article, no doubt
about it. Anyone who thinks we put the leather
side patch, steel side plate, and recessed metal
heel breast plate on for decoration doesn't know
diddly about safety or c
Call for a free catalo1
for your Wescos onlir
www.westcoastshoe. cor
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When it comes to choosing
your creature comforts,
there's just no substitute
for a fine boot.
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are set forth by the Lightning Protection
Institute (LPI), the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), and the
National Arborist Association (NAA).
For a copy of the standards write to: LPI
at 3335 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., Suite E,
Arlington Hts., IL 60004 (Standard of
Practice LPI-175); the NFPA at 60
Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02269
(NFPA Standard 780); and the NAA at
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester,
NH 03103. (NAA Lightning Protection
Installation System Standard.)
Standing for ages, trees are a living
testimony to man's past and future.
These longstanding monuments to time
can be destroyed in seconds. For arborists, landscapers, groundskeepers, or
homeowners, the foresight of installing
lightning protection systems is certainly
a tangible and cost-effective way of protecting and preserving nature's most
priceless treasures.

Selling the Service
"We do 100 to 150 installations a
year," reports Joel Johnson, president of
Nels J. Johnson Tree Experts in
Evanston, Ill. That number has grown
significantly in recent years. Some of the
work is for homeowners or commercial
properties, but about 85 percent are at
golf courses, according to Johnson.
"We work for about 130 golf courses in
the Chicago area. We have developed a
good niche market," he says. Johnson's

1/ r'JJ±dJJ
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Forestry Equipment of Sheby, NC
704.487.7245 Day • 704.481.3194 Evenings • 704.482.4685 Fax
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55' Working Height
Aerial Lift of Conn AL-50
1991 GMC Topkick
CAT 3116 Diesel
Automatic Transmission

1992 Ford F700 12' Chip
Body with Tool Boxes and
ManCab; 6.6 Diesel

55' Working Height
Asplundh LR-50 1991
Ford F700 429 Gas with
3 Cyl. Kubota Pony Engine
5 Speed Transmission
60' Working Height
Altec LR 111-55
1999 International
4700 DT-466 Diesel

-
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55' Working Height
Aerial Lift of Conn AL-SO
1992 Ford F700 6.6 Diesel
6 Speed Transmission

60' Working Heii
Hi-Ranger XT-55
1999 International 4700
DT-466; Air Brakes
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company services the tree needs of courses
during winter months, pruning limbs and
removing trees after golfers have stashed
their clubs for the season. Standard tree
work has served as an entry into specialized lightning protection installation for the
courses. "We prune during the winter,'
says Johnson. "They will call year-round
for lightning protection."

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

1-800-856-2064
628 North Portland Street
Ridgeville, IN 47380
Trucks to Worth With, Not On

BRAND NEW 199-000
and Used *92 & 93
GMC & International LR3 .\itec 60 w.h.

&

1999 &
( \li. & International
Aerial Lift of CT. 60

\ \ s .a table
Airport i.
. I ) Ii
Competitive Financing D. O.T. Certified
Dielectric Tetino
P.M. Maintenance Completed

Often, the greens committee or the
superintendent will decide that special
trees need added protection. "A single
tree can make a hole," stresses Johnson.
"They realize that mature trees are irreplaceable on the course."
Nels J. Johnson Tree Experts doesn't
have any in-house training for installers,
though Johnson insists it isn't necessary.
"It's easy to understand. There are plenty
of pamphlets and standards available,"
he says. "We have several people who
know how to do it and have been installing lightning protection for years."
In fact, they have become so well
known in the area, courses will place an
order without competitive bidding. "We
dominate the golf course maintenance
field in our area," says Johnson. "We
have proven ourselves over time to be
efficient, economical and professional.
Courses know that."
The process is labor intensive though.
Johnson estimates it takes a three-person
crew an average of two hours from start
to finish, depending on the tree's size.
"Big spreading oaks may require three
different attachment points," he notes, so
it's difficult to generalize about the time
involved.
Some residential property owners will
use the service, though Johnson doesn't
actively market to homeowners. "We
may bring it up as part of our overall
property appraisals, but we don't send
out flyers or anything. We work for a lot
of large estates on Chicago's north shore.
Some realize they have key trees, with a
special influence on the property. They
will call to have their trees protected."
Mike Murphy, owner of Preservation
Tree Care in Beaufort, S.C., has been installing lightning protection systems
since 1972. His company averages "20
to 30 a year, although we just put in a
bid for 30 at a golf course."
Unfortunately for Murphy's bottom line,
most of the courses in his area have been
around for a while, so they have already
protected their trees. "There aren't a lot of
new courses here," he says. "We have done
maintenance work on systems for established courses, however."
Preservation Tree Care's business is
mostly residential installation. "We ac-

Please circle 37 on Reader Service Card
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tively promote it," Murphy explains.
"We are in a high-risk lightning area. We
have a lot of people building large
houses with water views, and large trees
near the water are at high risk."
Like a lot of "discretionary" tree work,
the willingness of homeowners to pay for
lightning protection increases with income.
According to Murphy, a commercial
company's success at selling this service
will depend on its client base. "People who
don't do much for their trees in terms of
maintenance won't install protection systems. Upscale customers are more
conscious of the aesthetic and monetary
value of their trees. When homeowners
develop the same mindset for the trees on
their properties as golf courses do, they will
spend to protect."
While Preservation Tree Care doesn't
have any special marketing campaigns or
brochures, they make it a regular part of
property assessments. "We'll look over the
whole property and rank trees in order of
importance—either on the risk factor of a
particular tree or on its importance to the
landscape," relates Murphy. "Usually.
there's one significant tree on the property
the owner wants to protect."
And, Murphy points out, there's nothing like a devastating lightning strike to
alert the entire neighborhood to the danger. When that happens, "we don't have
to do much selling."
Murphy estimates that lightning protection work is more profitable than
general tree work. "Lightning protection
is a cleaner operation that takes more
thinking than brawn," he says. "There's
no wood debris or chips to dispose of."
Jim Cortese, president of Cortese Tree
Specialists in Knoxville, Tenn., installs
"only a dozen or so a year." But some of
them are truly impressive undertakings.
For one recent job, it took almost nine
months for Cortese to convince a client
install lightning protection. "What eventually sold her was that we determined
it was largest red oak in Tennessee," he
says. "That tree must be 20 feet in circumference. It took three people most of
the day to do the installation. We probably ended with a bill of $2500 to 3000.
That's why it took her nine months to
decide," he notes.

Even though this sideline is profitable.
Cortese doesn't push the service. "It's
another tool we have available when we
are looking at a property." he explains.
"We have never been hot salesmen with
lightning protection. We try to educate
the public. They may not think they need
it now, but they will call later.
"When you are in the business of tree
preservation, and you are serious about
maintaining a client's property, you look
for opportunities where lightning protection should be considered. Generally, that
means a historic tree, a county or state
champion, or a tree in a heavily trafficked
area, such as a school." says Cortese.
What keeps Cortese busiest isn't selling new systems but maintaining the
ones he has installed over the past 20
years. "We keep a record of all our installations and follow up with old clients
for repeat visits," he explains.
"I've been putting systems in since '85.
We have several hundred out that need
regular maintenance. They really should be
checked every five years to ensure they are
still functioning. For example, we had a
client whose landscapers tried to see how
close they could cut to the tree. They cut
through two cables that were within six
inches of tree."
Most of the problems with installation
and maintenance happen on the ground,
not in the tree. Cortese insists that putting the hardware into the tree isn't
difficult. He has a regular crew for lightfling protection installation, some of
whom have been with the compan\ for
more than 10 years.
"They learned from Robert Cripe ith
Independent Protection back in the earl\
'80s," says Cortese. "He came in when
we won a bid on a large job for a commercial development. We trained
ourselves after that."
The hard part is navigating the lines
outward. Sometimes you run into gas or
water lines, which you have to ground
too. In Cortese's area, limestone
outcroppings pose another difficult navigational obstacle. And you don't want
protect the tree from lightning only to kill
it slowly because you cut the roots.
Most of Cortese's business comes in
after a lightning storm, but "you just never

know. When the opportunity presents itself, explain the benefits to your client."
he stresses. "I suppose somebody could
make a full-time living at it, we don't. Keep
quoting prices and keep looking for opportunities. Like anything, you learn the
phraseology you need to sell the service
to your clients. Lead them along."

Marian Perkowski is communications
director for the Lightning Protection Institute. For additional information
regarding lightning protection, contact
the Lightning Protection Institute at
3335 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.. Suite E, Arlington Hts.. IL 60004 or visit the LPI
Web site at: www.lightning.org
TCI
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New or old - Swaploader turns
your truck into a versatile fleet
\

S ss apLoader is a h draulic hook-lilt hot o. When mounted
on a truck chassis, a SwapLoader hoist lets you "swap"
hodies in a matter of minutes. all from inside the safety and
comfort of the cab. This lets you use one truck as a dump
truck, flatbed. water tank, van body. salt/sand spreader.
relue container, and more.
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888-767-8000
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By Ronald C. Reece, Ph.D.
ake me back, take me back, back
to Bermuda. If you were there at
the Winter Management Conference, close your eyes for a few seconds and
remember the beauty. I now truly understand the quote from Mark Twain, "When
I die, don't bother with heaven. Send me
to Bermuda." If you weren't there, make
yourself a promise to go to the next one at
Sanibel Harbour Resort & Spa! The conference provided beauty of place,
friendships kindled and renewed, business
ideas and important information sessions
aimed at strengthening the way you do
business.
The following is a reminder of the session I presented on Succession and
Continuity Planning. The importance of
such a process is noted by simply asking the central questions: Will my
business survive transitions? How well
will it survive? Human lives are fragile.
Do I want my business to be just as frag-

T

ile? Businesses are living organisms that
grow and change. They are impacted by
external and internal factors that affect
their well-being. Whether publicly or
closely held, all businesses need a mindful approach to succession and
continuity planning (SCP).
Succession reflects the sequential aspect
of transition as one thing needs to end and
be succeeded by something or someone
new. Continuity refers to the parts of the
present world that need to be preserved in
the new era. Such planning is part of working on the business not in the business.
However, my experience has taught me
that succession often happens by default
and then there can be chaos. It may also
happen by assumption or implication. The
better choice is to have deliberate conversations and design of a succession
approach. Also, it is really never too early
to start. A prominent businessman in my
hometown told me the day he was placed
in his crib, his father taped a business card
to the crib naming him president of the

family business. Now that's early ... and
talk about assumption!
There are many elements to a succession plan, but one of the most critical first
steps is the survival kit (page 19). These
are the critical instructions to follow in case
the owner unexpectedly dies or becomes
incapacitated. In that kit should be critical
documents such as wills, insurance policies, financial statements, key contacts, a
statement of hope and challenge, etc. Once
the survival kit is in place, tell someone
about it. The succession and continuity
planning tree on page 16 gives a visual of
the other many elements that need attention. It's all about the transfer of
knowledge, power and ownership over
time. The younger generations must demonstrate the desire and develop the abilities
necessary to become the keeper of the
dream. The older generations must recognize that teaching is the art of assisting
discovery and that it requires letting go
rather than controlling. So there you have
it. "the ritual dance of succession."

_in innovative forestry related equipment for over 49 years
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ributors of the
already known nationwide

THE FORESTER and
META f/IC log loader/trailers

Les Distributions

Pgqoinc.

5379, King Street East, Ascot Corner
(Sherbrooke), QC JOB lAO
Telephone (819) 821-2015
Fax: (819) 820-0490
Email: payeur@videotron.ca
www.payeur.com

FIFTHWHEEL • GOOSENECK • TAGALONG
• Strongest lifting capacity
• Lightest weighted machine
• No metric
• TORFLEX suspension

• Integrated winch

• 20 000 GVW

• HONDA engine

(6500 lbs and 110' cable)
• Ramps to load different

equipment
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The roots of the tree represent the
foundation of the business:
• Strategic Thinking
• Business Mission/Vision
• Business Values
• Profitability (Tap Root)
• Communication
• Performance Reviews
• Business Documents/Insurance
• Executive Development
We probably should add Employee Selection. With these elements in place. the
business has a greater chance of surviving
and thriving to a point of needing succes-

ership succession have different issues to
ponder and require different approaches.
An SCP team needs to be established for
your business. The SCP team may consist
of an owner, key manager, advisor, etc.
Team size will reflect organization size and
functions. One team may come together to
address management and ownership succession issues or there may be two different
groups.
Management succession focuses on
critical positions in the company, strategic
personnel needs and identifying high-potential future management members. Also.

Emergency Survival Kit

cision to keep or sell the business. Issues
of who will own it and in what proportions:
when to begin transfer of stock: how the
plan will be communicated and who will
deliver the message are primary. Familyowned businesses add different
dimensions. Sibling rivalry and parental
desire to treat everyone equally are just two
such dimensions. Family business is never
just business. When it works, it is powerful. When it doesn't, it is destructive not
only to the business but also to the family.
As a consultant to some 30 family businesses. I have worked to help the family
exercise its own best judgement and capitalize on the loyalty, trust and love
available to them as they make critical economic and business decisions.
In all of these efforts communication

is paramount!
List of Key Advisors
and Phone Numbers
List of Potential Managers
List of Potential Owners

Location of Will. Insurance
Documents, Safety Deposit Key

I

4

i

4 Personal Vision for
Company Future

I
I

48 Hr. Narrative w/ Priorities

sion and continuity planning. Next we turn
attention to the branches of the tree.
The various elements of planning exhibited on the branches may be the
responsibility of different individuals or
groups. Management succession and own-

Potential Sources of Conflict
Suggestions

&

90 Day Narrative w/ Priorities

development and education of identified
management successors is important. The
SCP team needs to meet at least once a year
to review management succession issues.
Ownership succession in a closely held
company begins with the challenging de-

By now you're saying,"Too much!
Too much!" Not really!
• Use your advisors as facilitators.
• Pick your team(s).
• Use the Planning Tree as your guide.
Right now, color green the elements you
have accomplished; yellow those that are
in progress and mark in red those which
have received no attention but need it.
• Develop a timetable.
• Remember SCP is a process, not an
event.
The choice is yours—succession and
continuity by default or by design. Best
of luck to you on your exciting journey.

Ronald Reece is a consulting psychologist
and president of Reece & Associates. in
Greenville. S.C. He can be reached at S6-l233-6648:E-mail: reeceassc@2aoi.c0in.TCI

GET RESULTS FASTER USING AIR-SPADE®
Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root damage. Used
by Arborists and Landscapers throughout the world for:
• Root Collar I .xcavation
• Soil Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Root Pruning
• Soil Compaction Relief
• Root Structure Analysis
• Safely Locating Buried Utilities

For more information:
Concept Engineering Grout
888-55-SAFEX (7-2339)
E-mail: ceg@air-spade.com
www.air-spade.com
ç
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

AlturnaMats, Inc. offers the most environmentally
friendly product to get your truck or equipment over
the customer's lawn, through mud and across soft r
*
ground. Save on additional labor, downtime, towing charges and ground restoration expenses.
Already extensively used, durable for many years,
easy to transport and competitively priced. Distributor inquiry welcomed. For more information, contact
AlturnaMats, Inc., RR5 Box 567, Franklin, PA 16323.
Phone Toll Free: 888-544-6287. E-mail: geharry@mail-usachoice.net.
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Plant Health Care, Inc. introduces
Colonize Injectable, a VA mycorrhizal
fungi stimulant for soil injection treatment of most tree and shrub species.
It contains a patented isoflavone derived from the roots of stressed clover
plants. It stimulates the growth of
vesticular-arbuscular mycorrhizal
(VAM) fungi, which form symbiotic relationships with most species of
ornamental trees, shrubs and plants.
It helps the host extract water and nutrients from the soil, improve
resistance to certain soil-borne diseases, reduce absorption of soil
toxins and extend the life of the root
system. Colonize Injectable stimulates VAM fungal activity in any soils
that may have low VAM fungal populations due to compaction, drought
and stress. It is a dry, water soluble
formulation that may be soil injected
or used as a drench. Available in halfpound bags, each bag mixes with 100
gallons of water. For more information, contact PHC, Inc. at
800-421-9051 or visit their web site at
www.planthealthcare.com .
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A redesign of Bandit's Model 1890 Drum Bandit chipper increases the throwing velocity while eliminating
all blow-back from the infeed spout, common problem with many hydraulic feed, drum-style chippers.
These improvements are due to a revamping of the
discharge transition and the addition of Bandit's
power slot chipper housing. They provide enhanced
airflow while virtually eliminating the possibility of
plugging. The easy climb spring tension system,
standard on the 12-inch and 18-inch units, climbs material easier while adding greater
crush capacity and twice the pulling power. The 1890 is now equipped with thicker 5/8inch knives that are 5 1/3-inches wide. They wear better and can be sharpened more
often before being replaced. The 1890 is now offered with the Cummins 6CTA 250 hp
diesel and the John Deere Model 6081A diesel. For more information, call 800-9520178 or visit their web site at www.banditchippers.com .
Please circle 181 on Reader Service Card
The Ames Kodiak post hold digger Model
1709300 (right) has cushioned dual durometer
j.
grips to reduce hand stress and a pivot bolt engineered for greatest capacity and more leverage
for fast, easy jobs. It comes with a lifetime war ranty and features heavy-duty 12-gauge steel
blades and 48-inch contractor grade fiberglass
handles. Ames Model 1709400 (center) is for digging deeper holes with its tough Iwan Pattern
auger and 33-inch long steel shaft. The six-inch
wide auger operates as a drill and can be formidable in cutting deep down. The True
Temper Level Best post hole digger, Model LBPHD, (left) has an encapsulated level
and ruler measurements on one handle to improve digging accuracy. For more information write to Ames-True Temper, P0 Box 1774, Parkersburg, WV 26101 or visit their
web site at www.ames-truetemper.com .
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Wood-Mizer Products has "raised the bar" again with the introduction
of an aggressive, new industrial blade that has a conventional 1.25-inch
width, but an unconventional .055-inch thickness and a .110-inch kerf.
It can be used on most sawmills with 19-inch or larger blade wheels and
25 hp or larger engines. The .055 was designed for the most difficult,
extreme sawing in the portable sawmill industry. Field reports from sawyers cutting large knotty softwoods show this blade has performance
not matched by any blade we've tested. Pines and spruce from all areas
of the country, as well as yellow pine down South, are much easier to
cut when the .055 blades is used. For more information call 800-5530182 or visit their web site at www.woodmizer.com .
Please circle 184 on Reader Service Card
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aerated soil by the gas powered pump,
which is also mounted on the trailer. With
few moving parts and no compressor,
Terravent is quiet to use, inexpensive to
run and maintain, and pollution free. The
Terravention process is successfully being used by the Royal Botanic Gardens
Kew in London, Hampton Court Palace and
by many leading UK arborists. Now, the
Terravent is available in the U.S. For more
information call Tim Rundle at 305-479-9016
or visit their website at www.terravent.com .

Terravention is the process of
decompaction and aeration of the soil in a
tree's root zone, followed by an injection
of mycorrhizal fungi. The process is then
completed by surface mulching. The
Terravent machine used in Terravention is
powered entirely by inert compressed gaseous nitrogen from two cylinders mounted
on the road-going trailer. The gas is released at pressures of up to 800 psi at
depths of up to 24 inches. Any liquid media can then be pumped into the freshly
Please circle 155 on Reader Service Card

The Central Boiler Classic
Wood Furnace will burn up
your waste materials, re..
claim the heat throughout
your business and help
eliminate dump charges
and disposal hassles. Run
1
a more profitable, environment-friendly and efficient
•-.
business. It is installed
l
outside, away from the
1
home. A water jacket surrounds the
furnace
..
-firebox—heated water is
pumped to the home or
building through insulated under-

I

ground pipes. Water-toair or water-to-water heat
exchangers or direct circulation conveys the
j
heat into the structure's
Ijjjj
forced-airfurnace, boiler
119
or radiant floor heating
system. This allows for
1
normal thermostatic
. I
control
of temperatures
I
for safe, even, comfortFor
able
heat.
information, call 800248-4681, 218-782-2575
or visit their Web site at
www.centralboiler.com .
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DICA Marketing Co.

Carroll, IA 51401

800-610-DICA(3422)
www.dicaUSA.com

FAX 712-792-1106
info@'dicaUSA.com
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Vermeer Announces
New Vice Presidents
Kevin Aift (L) was named vice president
of the Advanced Control Systems (ACS)
Product Group and corporate Engineering.
In his new capacity, he identifies which
electronic-based technologies to pursue,
assists in building the corporate engineering group and rapid prototype capabilities
and is responsible for the corporate test department.
Randy Gard (R) was named
vice president of Global Planning, with a variety of
responsibilities in regard to
business strategies, mergers.
acquisition
joint ventures
(
and divestitures,
as well as responsible for Vermint
and European
/
operations.

Davey Awards

Lambert's Establishes
Memorial Fund
In

More than 250
managers from
Lambert Landscape Company
The Davey Tree
recently announced a gift of
Expert Company
$50,000 to establish the Lamrecently gathered
bert-Masterson Memorial Fund
tt the 2000 Nato benefit horticulture students at
ional Manager's
Richland Community College.
\Ieeting in OrThomas B. Masterson (Tommy)
tndo, Fla., to
worked with Lambert's for 45
.view the firm's
years until his death in 1999.
mg-term plan an
The memorial fund ani learn how t
(L-R) Karl Warnke awards
nouncement was made at
help the compan\
John Davey Award of Excela special tree planting
reach its goals.
lence to Howard Bowles,
ceremony on the
Davey employees
senior vice president and genRichland College camwere also honored
eral manager of the Davey
pus. Masterson's favorite
for
outstanding serTree Surgery Company, Ron
red oak tree, which meavice
during the
Cole, corporate risk manager,
.ures 14 caliper incfles,
meeting.
The John
and Rosemary Nicholas, exstands 40 feet tall and
Davey Award of
ecutive assistant to Chairman
weighs 15 tons, was
Excellence was
and CEO Doug Cowan.
transplanted to the camawarded to managpus. Contributions can be made by
ers who exemplify the company founder's
contacting Lynn Clare at 214-350-8350.
ideals.
,
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Many Loaders in Stock to
Choose From
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John Deere is a wellrespected leader in
forestry equipment.
New POWERTEcH 8.1 L
engines offer traditional
John Deere reliability,
ease of service, and
plenty of power for
demanding forestry
applications.

With a torque rise that's
steeper than ever, the
POwERTEcH 8.1 L engine
delivers easier loadstarting, better low-speed
driveability, and superior
lugging power. And it
can maintain peak torque
to as low as 1,200 rpm.

Fuel can be one of your
most costly equipment
inputs. That's why the
best-in-class fuel economy
of the John Deere 8. Miter
engine is so important
when compared to other
engines in the same
power range.

Specify Deere Engines By Name
1-800-J D ENGINE (1-80533-6446) • e-mail: jdpowerbdeere.com • http://ww.deere.com/jdpower
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The latest electronic engine
controls help give the
P0wERTEcH 8.1 L engine
the power, torque response,
and fuel efficiency you need
exactly when you need it.
It's another one of the valuable differences you get
with John Deere engines.
-
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POWER THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Washington in ReviewBy

Peter Gerstenberger

Status of SignificantOSHA-Relate d Legislation
Legislative Purpose
SBREFA AMENDMENTS
(S. 1156) Amends the Small Bus
ness Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996; gives small
business representatives more information and input into reviewing
rulemakings underway at OSHA and
other regulatory agencies.

Bill Status

Outlook

HOUSE:
H.R. 1882, by Rep. James Talent (A-Mo.). Approved May 1999 by the full
committee.
SENATE:
S.1 156, by Sen. Christopher "Kif' Bond (R-Mo.) and Sen. John Kerry(D-Mass.).
Approved by Small Business Committee July 1999; by the Senate Sept. 28.
ADMINISTRATION:
Argued provisions would benefit large trade associations.

HOUSE:
Prospects for passage are uncertain
given focus on other legislation.
SENATE:
Approved.
ADMINISTRATION:
Could work out a compromise with
proponents.

FAIR ACT
(H.R. 1987) The Fair Access to Indemnity and Reimbursement Act
would allow small employers and labor unions—those with no more than
100 employees and a net worth of
up to $7 million—to recoup legal fees
if they prevail against OSHA or the
National Labor Relations Board.

HOUSE:
HOUSE:
H.R. 1987, by Rep. William Goodling (R-Pa.), chairman of the House EducaLast-minute retreatfromfloorvoteantion and the Workforce Committee. Bill slated for vote by full House Feb. 15
gered some industry groups and it
but pulled at the last minute when leadership realized it lacked the votes,
remains unclear whether bill could be
SENATE:
I resurrected this session.
S. 1158, by Sen. Tim Hutchinson (A-Ark.). Hearing held before the Health,
SENATE:
Education, Labor and Pensions Subcommittee on Employment, Safety, and
Senate action stalled due to opposiTraining in July 1999.
tion from congressional Democrats
ADMINISTRATION:
and White House.
Opposes bill, arguing that it would render OSHA and NLRB vulnerable to I ADMINISTRATION:
lawsuits.
Vows to veto bill if passed unchanged
by the Senate.

DOT: Proposed Changes in"'Hours of Service"
On April 25, the Department of Transportation announced proposed revisions
to its hours-of-service regulations that
would give truck and bus drivers more
opportunity to sleep in order to prevent
fatigue-induced vehicle accidents. Although the proposal focuses on the
relatively high fatigue-induced accident
rates among long-haul and regional truck

drivers, it will impact tree care and other
industries where driving is incidental to
the main occupation.
In announcing the revision to the
maximum number of hours commercial
drivers are allowed to work during a
shift, Transportation Secretary Rodney
E. Slater said the change is intended to
"increase safety on our nation's high-
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ways." The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration estimates that 755 highway fatalities and nearly 20,000 injuries
occur each year because of drowsy or fatigued commercial drivers. The
FMCSA said it believes the rule change
will "reduce the acute and cumulative
fatigue which appears to beset many
drivers and will thus prevent a significant number of crashes and fatalities
while limiting major compliance costs on
those segments with the fewest fatiguerelated crashes."
Slater said the revised hours-of-service rules are a key element of the
FMCSA safety action plan, which has as
a goal a 50 percent reduction in motor
carrier fatalities over the next decade.
FMCSA Acting Deputy Administrator
Julie Anna Cirillo said the current minimum does not give drivers adequate time
to eat, bathe, and conduct other personal
activities and still have time for sufficient sleep.
The proposed rules would put all commercial vehicle drivers on a 24-hour
daily cycle, which FMCSA said is shown
in scientific research to coincide with the

human biological wake-sleep cycle. The
rules would reduce the total number of
hours that drivers would be allowed behind the wheel in a given 24-hour cycle
to be no more than 12 hours. It appears
that the proposal will limit the drivers of
service and delivery vehicles to five
hours driving in 13 hours "on-duty."
DOT expects to publish a notice of
proposed rulemaking shortly in the Federal Register. The notice is currently
available on the department's Web site.
There will be a 90-day comment period on the proposed rules. The FMCSA
also is scheduling hearings in Atlanta.
Denver, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los
Angeles. Springfield, Mass., and Washington, D.C.
For further information on the rulc.
contact David Miller or Deborah Freund
at FMCSA, (202) 366-1790. The proposal can be found on the FMCSA's Web
site, http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/Pdfs/
77744_web.pdf.

PPE Proposal
Headed to OMB
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration's proposed personal protective equipment standard is expected
to be delivered to the Office of Management and Budget sometime this month.
Once delivered, it would set off a 90-day
review period that could lead to its publication as early as the end of summer.
The proposed PPE standard was created to establish the types of personal
protective equipment that must be purchased by employers rather than by
employees. The agency deadline for
comments was March 31.
Many commentaries supported the basic concepts described in the proposal
and praised the equipment exemptions—
safety toe protective footwear and
prescription eyewear. In hearings last
August, representatives of the National
Arborist Association testified that its
members wouldn't object to paying for
PPE so long as it is used and stays on
the company's property. Its main concern was requiring the employer to buy
personal protective equipment, such as
work boots and eyewear, which the employee would use outside of the job.

My crew is the best,
but even the best can get
tired on tough days.
"Ever since I bought my new
trailer-mounted EAGLE E-47
access lift, my crews are
working more jobs - and working more productively. The
E-47's special EAGLE Eye monitor also saves them
time by making set-up quick and easy.
"My EAGLE doesn't leave the deep ruts
in customers' lawns that heavier truck
lifts would. And EAGLE gives me the power

•z._

and option choices to configure my EAGLE

-.

lift to my type of work.
"My acquisition and ownership costs are
a lot less than a truck lift too. Compared
to climbing, EAGLE makes the
work easier on my
crew."

FM GLE
by AmeriQuip
A division of employee owned
Mobile Tool International
iVhat reliability really means.

(909) 392-2033 • FAX (909) 392-2036
Products backed by nationwide
MTI Mobile Field Service

The

From 20' to 50' • Insulated,
Non-Insulated • Telescopic,
Articulating • Tow Behind,
Truck Mount • Scissors

Peter Gerstenberger is vice president of
business management, safety & education for
the National Arborist Association.
TCI
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The Great Transition: From a One-Person
Show to Team Management
BY Ttar'.' McVick

Businesses, much like people, experience various transitions
during their lives. One of the most important transition points
occurs when companies outgrow their one-person management
styles. Since transition comes about because of gradual
change—usually growth—it can be remarkably easy to overlook.
Growth can be a stressful time for a business. The day-today strains fostered by growth tend to obscure the longer view,
including the need to convert from a one-person show to a team
management style. How can a growing company recognize
when it has reached this point?
No single event heralds the time for change and no helpful
sign appears. The indicator tends to be a particular type of
chaos, accompanied by one or more of the following characteristics:
• Employees and/or clients have to wait too long for decisions, even on minor matters.
• Decisions are made too quickly, without allowing adequate
time to gather and analyze information.
• There is little follow-through, and details frequently slip
through the cracks.
• Client's questions go unanswered. employee's suggestions
aren't acted upon and many good intentions never get past the
talking stages.
• Long-term planning is minimal.
• Short-term planning takes on aspects of crisis management.
• Overall, the company lacks a feeling of direction or momen turn.
All companies suffer from some of these symptoms from time
to time. But when they become part of the normal way of doing business and aren't just a matter of 'having an off day,"
change is needed.
26
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The one-person show
The most obvious drawback of a oneperson management style is surprisingly
easy to overlook—the company is limited to the experience, knowledge and
skills of one person. No matter how ef fective a manager and how skillful an
arhorist, there is still just one person.
In addition, a heavy dependence on
one person to make all decisions is unhealthy. Typically, only one
point-of-view is involved in weighing
choices. Other perspectives and expertise aren't considered for various
reasons, including lack of time, opportunity or interest. There also isn't room
for the business to grow.
In many tree care companies, consider ations of growth aren't a factor. With a
shortage of skilled employees, the challenge becomes optimizing the profits of the
existing business. The owner may be interested in focusing more on particular
geographic areas or types of clients or may

''in a company with a $250,000 budget, a manager who
has decision-making authority on matters involving $200
or less doesn't have any authority at all. The tendency to
keep a fight grip on the purse strings is common among
company owners, and it's probably the biggest stumbling
block in the transition to team management.

want to develop more off-season work.
Like growth, all these considerations are
limited by a one-person management structure. And though the owner may not intend
for the business to grow, companies often
get into a growth mode by themselves. This
unplanned growth usually translates into
a crisis.
With one-person management, that
person is usually heavily involved in
day-to-day operations of the business.
Micro-management becomes the management style. Although a strong case
can be made for managers staying in

touch with the everyday activities.
there's a big difference between being
knowledgeable about business operations and spending inordinate amounts
of time in the trenches getting the information firsthand. It's good to pitch in
when there's a problem. It's good to have
that first-hand knowledge of everyone's
duties and activities. But when a business reaches a certain size, day-to-day
details are no longer the primary job of
the owner, who should be spending time
on marketing, financial management and
long-range planning.
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The "happy family' style
of management
Small companies tend to have relatively
stable core groups of employees, and these
workers are often encouraged to feel that
they are part of a "family." Small businesses, especially tree businesses, do tend
to have a different culture and atmosphere
than larger companies. Employees are less
isolated since they work in crews together.
Job descriptions and territories tend to be
less rigid, and employees can have a range
of responsibilities that might involve several people in a larger business. At least in
theory, there is more collegiality among
employees.
However, the "family" structure in a
business can be very patriarchal, with
authority and decision-making centered
on one person. And, just as families can
become stifling if parents are reluctant
to give children any autonomy or responsibility, the family atmosphere within
some small companies can be equally
suffocating.

Taking the first step
The most significant step you can take
as an owner toward team management is
to decentralize decision-making as much
as possible and create another level of
responsibility. In larger companies this
level is referred to as middle management. In smaller companies, it might
mean investing more power in crew
leaders or foremen.
Of course, stepping back and letting
others make decisions doesn't come
naturally to many small-business owners, who have been running their own
shows for years. Owners often fear that
relinquishing their authority is the first
step on the road to "management bloat."
The fact that many business owners
started their own companies to get away
from the more rigid corporate structure
of larger landscape or tree care businesses makes them understandably
apprehensive of creating similar problems within their own businesses. This
may be less true in the tree care industry
than others; even so, for many people
expanding the management structure
(and even the term "middle mana(ye28
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ment") has negative overtones.
Increasing the management component won't necessarily create
management bloat if the managers are
productive. But what constitutes productive use of middle management? The
same elements that facilitate a transition
from a one-man show to team management work here. These include:
Middle managers should have well
defined authority and responsibility. If not,
all that's happened is that management has
specified a crew of helpers. This helper
syndrome can be demoralizing and detrimental to everyone, especially the helpers.
With these supposed managers essentially
at someone else's beck and call, turnover
is usually high. Furthermore, their lack of
any real authority soon clogs the
company's operations. Little has changed.
One person is still making decisions, but
bureaucracy has increased.
As much authority as possiblc
should be delegated to middle managers
and employees lower in the company hierarchy. If this cannot be done, a
mechanism for employee input is essential. Not only does this change the pattern
of all information being "owned" by the
person in charge, but employees often
pick up valuable information and can
contribute worthwhile suggestions.
The authority to make decisions that
affect clients should rest as closely as
possible with those who actually deal
with them. If the business has grown too
large for the owner to be involved with
clients, some sharing of management
responsibilities is absolutely essential.
Decision-making authority must be
real and significant. In a company with a
$250,000 budget, a manager who has decision-making authority on matters
involving $200 or less doesn't have any
authority at all. The tendency to keep a
tight grip on the purse strings is common
among company owners, and it's probably
the biggest stumbling block in the transition to team management. Many
entrepreneurs are fairly comfortable with
decentralized decision-making, as long as
the decisions don't involve money. But that
eliminates about 95 percent of decisions!

Other steps

Making the commitment

Decentralizing decision-makiiig may
he the most significant step in making the
transition to team management, but other
actions are also needed. The business
needs to address the limitations that stem
from having only one person's ability,
expertise, training and skill to call upon.
Consider utilizing outside professional
help. Seek the advice of accountants, financial managers, insurance consultants.
computer experts, marketing managers,
and whomever else it takes to give your
company the expertise it needs. Keep in
mind, though. that if decisions remain centralized. an "information log jam" is
inevitable. Owners often split management
duties by keeping tree care aspects under
their control and hiring someone else to
handle the business side. It bears repeating. however, that the effectiveness of such
an arrangement depends on whether the
business manager has a considerable degree of autonomy and authority or is just
another employee carrying out orders.

The transition from a one-person
show to team management doesn't
happen overnight. It requires patience
and perseverance, because changing
the way people think and their work
habits takes time. Finding qualified
managers can be a time-consuming
and lengthy process. Employees may
need retraining or additional education
to enable them to make certain decisions. And of course, there's still a
business to run while all this is taking
place. But the results are worth the effort. When you expand the range of
management time and skill in your
company, you multiply your firm's potential, as well as the potential of
everyone in that husines.
Mary Mc Vicker was a (ax attorne
before leaving to teach and write. She
has been a small-business consultant and
freelance writer in Brook field. Ill.. tr
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Reawakening Professional Integrity
The start of the new year has come and
gone, and our industry has passed a chronological milestone in its development.
Arboriculture has been a recognized profession for nearly 100 years now. A few

GRAPPLES FOR
SKIDSTEERS

I t:74

weeks ago, however, a situation occurred
in a local county park that I found particularly disturbing for our profession. How
many other arborists have encountered
similar situations, which so distinctly underscore just how far we still need to go as
professional arborists?
As an ISA certified arborist for a county
in southeastern Pennsylvania, I am responsible for the health and maintenance of all
trees on more than 2,000 acres of public
parkland. Recently, a major, utility lineclearance company was contracted by the
local utility provider to clear vegetation
beneath and around major transmission
lines running through one of our county
parks.
I met with the line clearance foreman
one morning to review all of the clearing
work. I had no problems with the
foreman's pruning and removal plans; I

"Now I have labor doing other
things because cleanup is a one
man project. I save time, injuries
and money. And better yet,
morale is upl"
Bob Coleran
Family Tree Company
Hanson, Massachussets

Hydraulically powered pruning tools
by TOL incorporated
• Patented design
• Durable
• Unique 3600 swivel for easy twisting
• Field tested and proven

For More Information call:

:

800-587-6656

bnpeMax
ImpleMax Equipment Co.. Inc.
Bozeman, Montana
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only requested that the climbers not use
spikes on trees to prune, in accordance with
ANSI A300 standards. The foreman informed me that his crew did not use
throwbags or footlocking, nor did they
have a bucket truck. Therefore, they had
to use spikes. The foreman assured me.
however, that his crew would use ladders
so that the lowest 20 to 30 feet of the trees
would not be gaffed.
You don't need to be Sherlock Holmes
to figure out what happened next. When I
inspected a handful of pruned American
sycamores after the clearance crew had
left, each tree had been spiked from the
base to the top. Irate did not begin to describe my reaction. I immediately phoned
the utility company, as well as the national
and the regional headquarters of the company, to express my dismay.
We all know from ANSI standards and
from Dr. Alex Shigo's A New Tree Biology that "Spikes hurt trees, there is no
doubt about it ..." Good arborists doni
spike trees to prune. Good arborists don* t
top trees, either. We've known since
1907 that topping is "the work of ignorant tree men," as stated in John Davey's
The Tree Doctor. And we've known
since we were old enough to reason that
we shouldn't make promises that we
can't keep. Good arborists, and good
people, don't lie.
In this new year we need to reawaken a
somewhat old-fashioned concept—professional integrity. We, as arborists, need to
uphold our standards—both professional
and moral—for the betterment of our industry and our communities. Not long ago,
in the 1800s in Europe, the forester was as
respected as a doctor or lawyer. Sometime
during the past 100 years or so, some of us
have lost that integrity. The reality is that
our professional integrity has eroded. And
the new century seems like the best time
to resurrect forgotten respect for tree workers by starting with simple honesty.
Perhaps 100 years from now, both arborists
and the public will consider the practices
of spiking (to prune) and topping to be as
detrimental as the spraying of DDT.
Steven Booth
ISA Certification # PD-0314
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Americans spend millions ol dollars on Christmas decorations each year, and tree care companies across the
country are looking at the holiday season in a whole different light. A growing number of businesses are
implementing new services to increase their profits, keep
employees year-round, create new customers and provide
existing ones with a new service. And, the future of light
installation is looking bright.

T'is the Season
Holiday decorating can turn a company completely
around. The window for Christmas light installation is
riger than people think, spanning from mid-October to the end
January, although the busiest stretch may not begin quite that
de for every business. Since Christmas comes every year—
like an ice storm or insect infestation—the holiday season
ows for a predictable, repeat service to provide customers. It
;o guarantees a cash flow for seasonal businesses that tradinally worry about running out of work in winter months. Also,
Eting up work for holiday lighting can provide exposure and a
ance to gain new customers for future tree work.
JUNE 2000

A New Market
Customers for Christmas lighting are
often so satisfied with lighting work that
they become approachable for tree care
work in the coming spring months. Even
smaller residential jobs can get a tree
care company's name into a neighbor hood it could not break into before.
As the holiday season gears up, many
residential crews with The Davey Tree
Expert Company park the mowers and
chippers and take up strands of lights.
The slow-down of tree and lawn work
during the winter can put a crunch on
revenue. Several residential offices ease
the burden by supplementing regular
work with holiday decorating services.
For example, the Washington residential office is one of several that extends the
work season by decorating the grounds of
the Mormon Temple. The annual tree display, as well as a live nativity scene that is
in place from Thanksgiving to the end of
December, brings thousands of visitors to
the property.
District manager Chris Klimas has a
two-person crew and a bucket truck at
the site for most of October for set-up.
All of the trees at the Visitor's Center on
the temple grounds are decorated in October so that they can be tested during
November and ready for display by
Thanksgiving.
"The truck, which is parked on-site for
a month, is a great billboard," says
Klimas. "It's better than the yellow pages
for getting our name out there. There's
nothing like a clean truck and uniformed
crews to project a professional image.
Winter decorating is an opportunity to
bring Davey's capabilities to the attention of the public and it helps us at a
normally slow time of the year."
In addition to showcasing the Davey
name, removing the lights in January
extends the number of hours during a
slow time. The take-down requires 250
hours of work.
For the last five years. Davey's Akron
office has been involved with a special
tree-lighting project at the Children's
Hospital Medical Center of Akron. District Manager Gordon Matthews reports
crewmembers spend one day decorating
a tree at the hospital.

"We don't actively approach people for
holiday work," Matthews notes. "But this
is something that the hospital approached
us about several years ago. We return year
after year because it's a nice thing to do
for the community and the kids."
In the Cincinnati suburb of Terrace
Park, the Davey residential office installs
lights on a large spruce in the village
center. The office helps with the holidaytree lighting as a public service because

the community is one in which Davev
works frequently.
"We work for many of the homeowners
in Terrace Park," says District Manager
Bob Vuotto. "So we like to help them out
at the holidays. It promotes the Davey
name and eventually leads to more workfor us."
Mike Schwartzkopf, sales manager for
Oil Capital Tree Service in Casper. Wy..
says that people interested in holida\
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95-3804 1989 International, diesel.
hydraulic brakes. with a HiRanger 5HA-55PBl (078814881). 60 working height. single two-man platform.
mounted over rear axle. with a fibreglass, full line
body. $51,500 or approximately $975/month
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95-4405 1993 Ford F800. diesel, ;iana, r'u
brakes, with an Altec LR11155 0892ABH00141, 60
working height, single man platform. mounted behind
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'87 Altec LB650 55' working height in OR
'88 Altec LB650 55' working height in OR
'84 Altec AA600 55' working height in TX
95.3539 1987 FurS F800 oesei cnassis
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1 -800-952-5832
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lighting almost always need tree care.
This helps the business pick up new clients, especially in newer neighborhoods.
"People with new homes and new trees
don't realize that they need anything at all.
We can tell them about tree care while
we're there," he says. "Not only does this
service help us pick up new contacts, it

FINANCING FOR
NEW AND USED TRUCKS
AND EQUIPMENT

ICAIR
corporation
GIVES YOU
THE

FINANCING POWER
SEASONALLY
DISCOUNTED PAYMENTS
HELP You THROUGH THE
SLOW MONTHS.
UNMATCHED FLEXIBILITY
LETS You Buy FROM A

keeps us in touch with regular clientele as
well. So, if we see a problem with
someone's trees while we're out there, we
can talk about it then."
The ability to keep a workforce yearround is the leading factor that led
Schwartzkopf to involve his business
with a holiday decorating service. Employees help out with equipment
maintenance during this time also. Once
employees have been trained, they love
it because it's fun and easy, he says. The
success enjoyed by tree care companies
in this field is based on a company's ability to retain loyal personnel, expand a
customer base for tree care services and
generate cash flow in the slow season.
When Schwartzkopf decided to enter
this sideline business, he opted to purchase
a franchise from Christmas Decor Inc., in
Lubbock, Texas. Founded more than 14
years ago as an add-on business for a
Texas-based landscape company—Quality Lawn Care Corporation—Christmas
Decor's franchises have spread across the
country.
Rather than simply put lights in the top
of the tree, Schwartzkopf installs entire
displays. He also wanted to be able to
draw on the experience of an established
company, taking some of the guesswork

out of what to him was a new endeavor.
Being a franchisee makes selling, installing and time management much easier,
he says. Schwartzkopf adds that whenever he has a question about a new
product or marketing technique, the
company's Intranet service for franchisees comes in very handy.
"You can see your results up there that
evening," says Schwartzkopf. "Everything is custom fit to the home, cut
perfect. It's beautiful."

Employee Morale and
Teamwork
Business owners are not the only ones
to reap the benefits from holiday decorating. Employees can benefit from more
hours, increased paychecks and instant job
satisfaction from the work they create.
"Some employees really do enjoy the
break and change of tasks," relates Tom
Tolkacz, president of Swingle Tree Care
Company in Denver, Co. "Cross-training brings value to the individual and the
company, so we encourage it. And the
system is relatively easy to train most
field level employees."
Tolkacz admits that some employees
prefer not to do it. "They are arborists.
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The Offseason Solution

Plan Now For A Brighter Future!
Christmas Decor's Holiday and Event Decorating Program is a perfect add-on business for
Tree Care Professionals. Providing this repeat service will enable you to:
• Keep Employees Year Round • Offset Fixed Overhead
• Increase Cash Flow
• Expand Customer Base

• Cross-sell to Existing Customers
• Offer a Higher Margin Service

We Provide You With The Tools To Succeed
Shorter Learning Curve
• Operations Manuals
• Instructional Videos
• Training Workshops
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Ranked inTop 10% Over All"

"

"

• Only Nationwide Service
• Professional Image
• 1999- 20,000 Customers Served

• Annual Conventions
• Continuing Education Classes
• Toll Free & Online Support
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Over 260 Locations in 46
States and Canada
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Entrepreneur Magazine 1999- Franchise 500 Issue

Name Recognition

First Rate Support

Purchasing Power
• Quality Products & Vendors
• Consistent Supply Sources
• Below Wholesale Pricing
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www.christmasdecor.net

*
CNKeTime
DECOR

Elegant Landscape Lighting

lawn, or PHC techs and that's what they
do."
Swingle Tree became involved with
Christmas Decor four years ago. The key
to holiday decorating, according to
Tolkacz, is that it can be a "plug-in
profit" system for a very competitive
cost. For the past three years, holiday
decorating has been a key in Swingle
Tree's profitability, allowing it to keep
people employed full-time and recruit
new employees during November
through March, which it could not afford
to do in the past. The decorating business fits into what is traditionally their
slow cycle for tree work.
"I believe the service can grow to
whatever limits a company wants," insists Tolkacz. "The need is greater than
the suppliers at this time.'
The return on investment—if you have
infrastructure in place—is very strong,
says Tolkacz. "Customers generally love
this service far more than many other nonvisible landscape services offered. You

gain customers for your core businesses."
Tolkacz offers a cautionary note to
company owners looking to jump into
this business. He stresses there is a difference between work done right and
minor mistakes that will hurt your repu-

tation and your bottom line. He warns
business owners to be careful before they
rush into such a venture.
"If you decide to make this part of
your core business, you will not have a
slow period anymore. This is not a step-

C;ommer ciii properties, such as this restaurant,

compete to

showcase

their Christmas displays.

ROOT AND ALL PURPOSE SAW

Presenting the new Root and All Purpose Saw from
Corona Clipper. With rugged features like an
ergonomically designed, solid, co-molded Corobond"
handle - for a more secure, comfortable grip. Add an
agressive, precision-machined tooth pattern that cuts fast
and easy, in both directions. And finally, a high carbon
steel, chrome-plated blade that stays sharp and won't
rust - even in heavy, usage.
Such quality features are ideal for the most demanding
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child." he says. 'Honestly, it's great from
a revenue stream standpoint but our employees go hard for seven to nine months.
He advises:
• training;
• organization;
• inventory control.

e

Al ____

Tolkacz explains that if a company
moves beyond installation of lights, it becomes a "parts and pieces" business. That
makes training and organization vital. If
you don't watch stock, you will not make
money. If you do it wrong, it shows immediately. Future issues in this business
may include grasping and managing replacement costs and
systems for products as they get
older, offers Toikacz.
Chuck Irish, president of
Chas. F. Irish Company in Armada, Mich., says that the
current business economy for
Christmas decorating is unbelievable. "People may spend
$100 to $20,000 on a residential
job for holiday lighting," he
notes. "People spend freely."
Irish, who purchased a franchise two years ago, says the
addition has provided his business with
quality products that are not available to
the general public. Irish, too, warns com-

pany owners to be sure of what they're
doing. "This is a full-time business. If
one were to get in it half-heartedly, it
could ruin your reputation. Do not oversell or make promises you cannot deliver.
Quality work will get you future sales in
tree work." And clearly, a less-than-professional job will damage sales of future
tree work.
Many business owners claim that this is
the most enjoyable service they have ever
provided in the off-season. Being able to
see the results of your work instantly can
be very rewarding. And, people are able
to tell the difference between a professionally decorated landscape and one installed
by a homeowner.
"Christmas lighting is contagious,"
says Christmas Decor President, Blake
Smith. "It's a big business. The more
people light, the more people light."
Colleen Heratv is afreelance writer for
the green industry. She may be contacted
at: colleenheraty@yahoo.com.
TCI

EDUCATE YOUR CUSTOMERS.. .AND MAKE THEM CLIENTS. FOR $1.90*

TREE BASICS
by Dr. Alex L. Shigo
What every person needs to know about trees.
Full-color front and back cover, 8 1/2 x 10 1/2 inch format
40 pages, 26 large photographs, 19 diagrams
Single copy - $7.00
$39 for 10 copies - $3.90 per copy
$145 for 50 copies - $2.90 per copy
*$190 for 100 copies - $1.90 per copy
Plus shipping and handling for more than one copy.

To order contact:
Shigo and Trees, Associates,
P0 Box 769, Durham, NH 03824-0769
Phone: (603) 868-7459 Fax: (603) 868-1045
Please circle 59 on Reader Service Card
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Sling
into
Action...
no better time to

By: Jeffrey Lee, Branch Management, Riverside, CA (909) 319-7003
Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry.

The Widow Carter peeked innocently
from behind her lacy curtains to see
the crew of Big Al Fontaine and his
number one man, Max Bunyan. working at a feverish pace to remove (in
pieces) the colossal tree in her front
yard. Suddenly, high above, an unidentified object was hurling itself to
the ground with what looked like a
rope flailing behind it like a contrail.
Max and Al scattered like roaches in a
lighted room to escape the comet-like
object. It was too late for NASA and the
armed forces to help this befuddled pair.
"Big Al Fontaine"
The problem was closing distance, fast!
Funny as it may seem, accidents like these occur long before the
actual incident. Hardware designed for climbing or rigging have many
similarities. With so much to choose from it may be difficult to determine the difference and make the right purchase.
There are 4 basic components for a successful rigging system.
I. Rope-Based on the ANSI standards, there is no specific minimum
tensile strength for lowering line. However, there is one for climbing (5.400 pounds). Use your experience and job knowledge to
determine what style and diameter of rope works best for you.
Pulley-This one can be mind-boggling! Again we have tons of
styles and applications for this little marvel. Discover the limitations of each type and use them accordingly. Try not to get fooled
by the trendiness of a certain model if its specific application is for
climbing. The most common application is to anchor a pulley as
high as possible in the tree with a sling or other false crotch method,
then install a lowering rope.
Carabiner-This gadget has come a long way baby! Formerly and
currently used in the mountaineering and rock or ice climbing world,
tree trimmers have found many outstanding uses for this connecting device. Once again, be careful! The standards for lowering and
climbing are very different, check the limitations before including
this hardware into your game plan.
Friction device-Now, we are replacing the ol' "how many wraps do
ya want me to take" concept of slowing the descent of a bonecrushing "biscuit." Again, many forms and concepts have come
alive and all work well as long as used within the intended application. Friction devices are not only for lowering.
It could get a little scary if you are standing there holding a rope watching your lowering system come apart while a gigantic hunk of wood
makes its way to the earth's surface. Here's an easy one to remember:
climbing equipment is for climbing; rigging equipment is for rigging.

replace you worn
rigging equipment.

Dee x Dee Slings (shown above) 2 ply and 2" wide
work great for installing false crotchs. Easy to apply
or move without knots. Tensile strength in choker
mode: 5000lbs.
120955 5 Dee x Dee 2", 2 ply sling Sale $29.31 ea.
120960 6 Dee x Dee 2', 2 ply sling Sale $31.24 ea.
-please ask about other sizes

Eye x Eye slings (shown at below) 2 ply and 1" wide
work great for choking the piece to be lowered.
Tensile strength in choker mode: 25001bs.
EE20104 4'
EE20 105 5'
EE20 106 6'

Eye x Eye 1", 2 ply sling
Eye x Eye 1" 2 ply sling
Eye x Eye 1', 2 ply sling

Sale
Sale
Sale

$11.29 ea.
$12.41 ea.
$13.31 ea.

Sale

$44.68 ea.

Sale

$58.57 ea.

please ask about other sizes

Steel Blocks (shown above)
3000SW02

3/4"

3000SW03

1"

Sheave w/WLL
of 4000 lbs.
Sheave w/WLL
of 6000 lbs.

Offer expires July 30, 2000

13

FREE 50th
Anniversary
Catalog pages
plus complete
price list.

irin

To Order Call

.
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An educated homeowner would probably recognize the potential high
risk of failure of such a tree, and have something done about it. It is
the responsibility of tree care professionals to help educate customers about the care of their trees.
--
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Tiree Education
E- 1 -id- PhIblosoph'i jF
By Alex L. Shigo

Photos courtesy Dr. Alex Shigo

H

umpty Dumpty said a word means only what he
wants it to mean. Socrates, a great philosopher,
said, just tell us what you want your word to mean.
And Voltaire, another great thinker, said, when we know what
you mean by your words, arguments and misunderstandings
will seldom happen. So be it.

Just the facts
Philosophy is a delightful trip around a circle. Philosophy is about thinking.
Thinking is a mental process where experiences, old
thoughts and ideas, facts and other stored information are
connected in ways that result in some new thought or idea.
Trees are superior survival organisms. They live longer,
grow taller and become more massive than any organism ever
to inhabit earth. Trees do demand some respect. This means
trees have dignity.
Education is a learning process. Learning leads to increased knowledge. Knowledge is the amount of information
gained. Intelligence is the capacity to gain information. Wisdom is the use of information in ways that ensure continued
high-quality survival.
My objective in this brief essay is to focus on tree education: what it is, what it can do for you and what it can do for
trees.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY
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Stress? Or, treatments done without understanding
some simple basics of biology? The tree was overpruned, over-trenched, and over-fertilized. The bill was
over, also.
-
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Training and educating

To keep the "engines" going, students must
be disciplined enough to keep adding more
Trees are beginning to receive some
information to the mind. The adding prorespect worldwide. Not much, but
cess is motivation. Think of your
car. The key connects the battery
and starter. Once the engine turns
over, it begins to run on gasoline.
t.:
i.. X
4 n
k
Teachers are batteries. Gasoline,
or self-discipline, keeps the system going—motivation.
Why do you need to know this
stuff? Because decision making
in the field is the "name of the
game." People who can make
more correct decisions faster
have a better chance for higher
quality survival. To lecture from
the stage about trees and treatments is easy. When you are
outside with the trees, it is not
so easy. There are always some
complicating constraints such as
time, schedules, weather, personal health, breakdowns,
regulations, complaining customers and the list goes on and
on. You never know what you
will face until you are out there.
The grass is very green. The tree is dying! If
Still, you must make some decitrees are wanted on such a site, they should be
sions and do the job, or you will
species that can tolerate lots of water.
500fl be out of a job.
,
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some, and that is better than the way
it was in the past. Now, I believe, it is
the responsibility of people who care
for trees, and about trees, to keep this
movement going. The more you learn
about any subject, the better the
chances are for regulating the direction
of the subject or if that is not possible.
then for predicting with high probabilities the way it will go.
Training to deal with trees has far C\ceeded education about trees. Trainin2
is wonderful. However, training without
educating leads to robots. At the same
time, education alone leads to waste.
Training and educating are twins: both
are needed. Now!
Some people are using the words "education about trees," but I don't know
what they mean.
Teachers teach. They try to get the mental "engines" starred. They stimulate you.

An Example: Stress
Trees are living systems. Every living
system will do something when its survival
is threatened. Trees are systems that came
from genetic codes. The systems do ha c
limits. When any agent causes the system
to operate near its limits, then the system
becomes stressed. When the potential survival-threatening agent continues to exert
a force, then the tree system could go from
stress to strain. Any system is threatened
when it is forced to operate near its limits.
When the threatening force is continued,
the likelihood of the system stopping increases.
In nature, there are two major types of
stress. The most life-threatening type
deals with the second law of energy flow.
The law states that every system must
have a continuous supply of energy to
remain in an orderly state—healthy. As
energy input decreases, the likelihood of
operating near the limits increases. Call
it primary stress. Because trees are living systems, they must maintain a
continuous flow of energy. Trees burn
glucose to release energy to power the
forces of life. This is the same for humans and other life forms. When energy
begins to become limiting, the system

1-800-94-ARBOR

(27267)

The (PVJ. V nunzherrou nc'c'(I to reinenther for....

Watch for our NEW Revised Catalog

MC / ViSA/ DISCOV ER
accepted

_________

Fax 24 Hours
9 16/852-S800
Hours M - F
7:3OAM- SPM

W' Ship UPS

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS
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begins to operate near its genetically designed limits.
There is no known way to feed a tree in
the sense of adding an energy source. Food
is a substance made up of elements essential for life and an energy source. Animals
can be fed. Trees get their energy by a process that traps the energy of the sun in a
molecule called glucose. Glucose is made
as chlorophyll is stimulated to form ATPs
that later power the formation of glucose.
The process of trapping the sun's energy is called photosynthesis. When the
process does produce glucose, some is
used for metabolism, some for structural
parts and some for storage.
The stored energy is in a form not

soluble in water; either as
starch, oils or fats. The
stored energy is used to start
new growth when the next
growth cycle starts and for
defense. When stored energy reserves are low.
defense is low.
So, what can be done
when a tree is energy
stressed? You cannot feed it
I
If you add fertilizer (which
Where are the roots? They were buried at about a foot
is not food), the nitrogen
below groi md level. Education starts when people bewill cause the already low
gin to touc h and see things for themselves.
supply of energy reserves to
be lowered all the more as
the nitrogen combines with
when substances and conditions essenthe stored carbon to form amino acids that,
tial for life are at extremes; too little, too
in turn, lead to increased growth. The new
much. These secondary stress problems
growth will be defenseless. And the insects
can usually be treated by adjustments of
and microorganisms apparently can detect
substances and conditions.
this. They attack.
The
story
goes
on.
There
is
much
more,
Bufrom the Original Manufacturer
but my point here is to show how one of
Education is the key
1
èi14a
the major problems facing trees—stress-Stress is used here only as an example
depends on education. The simple answers
of why education about tree biology is
today deal with adding all kinds of stuff
Round Reversible
New SMART
so important. Of course, much more
Pockets
Pockets
Stump Claw Teeth
that may give the illusion of short-term
Pat. # 5.279 345
needs to be given about the subject of
benefits. In the end, I believe, many of
800 421-5985
tree stress. But, for now, here are some
these treatments may add to the problem.
brief comments about what should be
Border City Tool £ Manufacturing Co.
Before I leave the subject of stress, I
23325 BL.ACKSTONE • WARREN, MI 48089.2675
done. First aid for stress means keeping
810/758-5574 • 800/421-5985 • .- 810/758-7829
should say that secondary stress is caused
the tree safe and stopping the stress
Please circle 14 on Reader Service Card
agents. Keeping it safe could mean removing the target, bracing the tree, or
removing parts or the entire tree. Before
you can reduce or stop the agents or con''
ditions
causing the stress, you must know
WE WILL NEVER SACRIFICE QUALITY FOR EXTRA PROFITS
J[tJjTaY
what
they
are. Tree biology again.
THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER OF
SAFETY CLOTHING AND BOOTS
After first aid, start a long-range proCOMPLETE
gram of correct tree care that includes
LOGGING SUPPLIES
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COMPLETE
mulching, pruning, watering, fertilizing
FNOUNII
1 14
SUPPLIES IfI
and probably much more. Decisions for
BOGIE TRACKS
all treatments, especially for dose, should
be based on a sound understanding of
tree biology.
..a .-, a
Trees do have dignity. They should get
BORON-ALLOY
more respect. Respect starts with an atSTEEL
Key tar
tempt to understand. Understanding is
HIGHEST QUALITY
PROOF-TESTED
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about education. So, maybe we are back
to
the beginning ... A trip around a
YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR!
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Is that philosophy?
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Dr. Alex L. Shigo is owner of Shigo and
Trees. Associates in Durham. N.H.
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CAREERS
have been active in the green industry for almost
50 years, and I have made more sales calls than I
care to remember. Yet I was nervous about going back
to school, if only for an hour, to talk with a high school
guidance counselor. In my mind it was a sales call, and a
cold call at that. I wanted to find out what to do to encourage graduating seniors to buy into a fantastic career
choice—the field of arboriculture. I had no idea what to
expect.
I've written articles and given speeches stressing that
our industry needs to concentrate on bringing new people
into the profession of arboriculture and stop hiring from
each other. We need to start thinking about aggressively
recruiting at the high school level. I realized just talking
or writing about this was not going to make it happen. I
had to find out how to reach this potential source of employees in the high schools.
Armed with my convictions, I called a local high
school, asked to speak with a guidance counselor and was
connected to Donald Spieker. I explained I was on a factfinding mission to enable me to write an article that would
encourage companies in the green industry, arborists in
particular, to start recruiting at the high school level. I
wanted to shed some light on what companies could expect. He was most enthusiastic and we established a time
to meet. I should have known from his enthusiasm on the

J

Went
Back
School
Today
By Howard L. Eckel
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PRECISION ENGINEERING

HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION

RAYCO's SUPER JR offers the same cutting action
as the big RAYCO stump cutters with the unique

Precision engineered and crafted to withstand the
rigorous duties of stump removal, the RG 1625 SUPER JR
offers a heavy-duty main frame featuring a pivot
head assembly with heat treated pins and spherical
plain bearings.

features of a self propelled unit, including hydraulic
controls and a compact design that easily fits
through 36" openings.

I

tv

RAYCO's SUPER JR also provides the maximum
service life of the drive components by using industrial grade hydraulic cylinders and a solid drive axle.

SUPER TOOTH

tilt

I

RAY CO

•

-

-

4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-9954
www.raycomfg.com I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com
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The single-piece design, constructed
of high alloy steel, adds structural
integrity to the Super Tooth. The
massive tooth behind the the cutting
action better supports the carbide
tip while eliminating tooth bending,
twisting and breaking.

'The Stump Cutter People'

telephone that I was going to be
pleased with the meeting. I was.
I gave him copies of the new recruiting brochure, "Arboriculture Careers,"
developed by the National Arborist
Association (NAA) and the video,

"Careers in Arboriculture," developed
jointly by the NAA and the International Society of Arboriculture.
I briefly outlined the career advantages the industry had to offer:
• a variety of career paths open to

RAPCG
like
a
CARBIDE
CHAIN.,,-,-/ Diamond
(

WITH RAPCO
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
20 to 25 CORDS
WITHOUT
RE-SHARPENING!

WORLD'S FINEST!

RA ACCY

INDUSTRIES INC.

SALES BY: RARCO MARKETING INC.
RO, BOX 5219, VANCOUVER, WA 98668

Phone: 1-800-959-6130

Fax: 360-573-0046
www.rapcoinc.qpg.com
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SHIGO
ON TREES
THE VIDEO
The Utah Community Forest Council is proud to announce the release of a new
Dr. Alex L. Shigo 2-HOUR videotape. The video is a compilation of the cultural
practices aspects of Dr. Shigo's 3 1 " day, A New Tree Biology Workshop,
in Salt Lake City, UT in 1993.
"The video gives a good summary of my 31

2

held

"day workshops. I have had workshops only

in Boone, NC (since 1993). And they will be at end very soon. So, if anyone wants to
know what went on in a workshop, your video would be the only source." -Dr. Shigo
The videotape has been professionally edited in VHS and PAL formats with descriptive
captions and excerpts from Dr. Shigo's books.
The total price of the videotape; including tax, shipping and handling, is $39.95.

Orders are being taken by Spotlight Visual Communications, Inc. at their
website, www.spotlightvisual.com . VISA and Mastercard are accepted. Mail orders
are being handled by the Utah Community Forest Council,
P0 Box 961, Salt Lake City, UT 84110-0961.
Please circle 58 on Reader Service Card
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individuals who apply themselves to
education and on-the-job training;
• a person could pursue production,
supervision, sales, general management, even ownership. Nothing is a
dead-end in the field of arboriculture;
• the opportunity to change career
paths yet stay in the same industry—
even with the same company;
• always something new to learn regardless of what specific career path
an individual takes.
In addition, I explained that I
wanted to find out what typical high
schools did in the way of career guidance. What are schools doing to assist
graduating students exploring career
possibilities?
Spieker proceeded to make my day!
He outlined the demographics of the
area and its impact on the students. St.
Michaels Senior High School in Maryland is a regional high school serving
a large geographic area. The county is
one of the wealthiest in the United
States and some of the residents live
in waterfront estates or commute to
Washington, Baltimore or Philadelphia. Many of these families send their
children to boarding schools or private
day schools.
The public high school's student
body comes from families who make
their living off the Chesapeake Bay by
fishing, crabbing and clamming. Diminishing natural resources in the bay
make following the career choices of
their fathers and grandfathers an unlikely option. Since there is little
industry in the county, the school is
faced with the challenge of preparing
students to make a living on land, perhaps in a different location.
I was immediately impressed. Here
was an educational institution concerned with turning out marketable
graduates who are willing and able to
make their way in a changing environment. What a refreshing concept after
all the negative articles and debates at
state and federal levels about our failing educational systems.
Spieker said the school organized
field trips to local businesses. allow-

ing students to familiarize themselves
with specific trades and professions.
One field trip to a five-star inn had
resulted in two students attending culinary schools. Because of student
interest, the high school had altered its
curriculum to enable students to prepare for entry to culinary schools if
that was their chosen career.
The school administration encourages businesses to become involved in
Job Fairs and to set up internships for
interested students. Some unpaid internships last a few days, others might
last weeks with the students earning
wages. Spieker assured me that this
was happening all over the country.
His statement reminded me of a telephone conversation I had a few years
ago with a counselor at a small regional high school in northern New
York. She'd said some trade organizations put on dinners, brought in
speakers, even showed films demonstrating the career possibilities of their
professions. Although she didn't have
statistics for the number of students
who entered the trades represented at
these meetings, she did say one thing
that stuck in my mind. "Whether interested in a career or not, the students
come away with a better understanding of what is involved in the
particular trade or profession." I hae
to think that exposure to career possibilities in arboriculture may pay
unknown dividends for years.
Spieker explained that his school went
one step farther in marketing their students by establishing a "Good Student
Program." To successfully complete the
program, students are required to have a
96 percent attendance record, positive
teacher evaluations for academics and attitude, and a positive evaluation by a
local business where the student was employed as an intern. Such a program
instantly pre-qualifies candidates as
prospects for interviewing. Students
armed with a diploma and a Good Student Program certificate would certainly
satisfy the basic criteria I use when
screening potential employees—desire.
dedication, dependability and initiative.

Everything Spieker told me until
this point had been positive, but he
then noted the downside. Of the high
school population, 60 percent go to a
four-year college or university, 20 per cent to a two-year community college

—
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and 8 to 10 percent go into the military—leaving only 10 to 12 percent
available for immediate employment
consideration. But I still am optimistic. If! hire only one student from each
graduating class, even one every sec-
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1-800-856-8261
G & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
Visit Us At: www.gandaequipment.com
KNOXVILLE, TN
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CALL US FOR YOUR BEST
CHOICE OF PRE—OWNED
EQUIPMENT

1-800-597-8283
60 ss.h

LRIII. Asplundh

55 b.b.. rear rnnt, flatbed.
cab guard, side boxes, on
92 GMC Topkick. 3116

wril

Cat dsl. 6 speed. 39k miles.
aib in beautiful condition.
00-loot

ccli.

ond or third year, I can continue to
grow my business.
I asked if sending TCI magazine to
the school library would be a good
idea. He thought a magazine subscription combined with the brochures and
VCR tapes would establish communication and serve as an ongoing
marketing and public relations effort

dered how many companies in our industry have a step-by-step absorption
and apprenticeship plan. Think about
it! As a newcomer to the working
world, would you feel more inclined
to consider starting a career—a profession—if the firm or the industry had a
step-by-step program describing what
you would need to learn and the skills

that should increase students' awareness of the benefits of a career in
arboriculture.
As an industry, we don't wait for clients to come to us to buy our services.
Why then should we expect the next
generation to seek us out? The broad
field of arboriculture has tremendous
career opportunities. We need to communicate with potential arborists and
sell them.
Before we concluded the interview,
Spieker suggested that we give an
overview presentation about the field
of arboriculture, followed by more
specific information about the step-bystep information students in an
apprenticeship program would need to
master. There are always a few who go
on to college with no clear idea of what
they want to do. He suggested providing information about the availability
of advanced educational opportunities,
two- or four-year colleges that specialize in the field. This would widen the
number of students available for ultimate employment.
Driving back to my office, I won-

you would need to master? More importantly, would you feel more
comfortable about making a choice if
you had an outline of the various career paths that were ultimately
available to you?
I spent just 35 minutes with the high
school guidance counselor and I think
I learned more than he did. Surely every company in the industry can spend
an hour dropping off Careers in
Arboriculture brochures and videotapes to the counselors at their local
high school and arranging to have TCI
magazine sent to the school library.
Let's start marketing the opportunities
of our career to the next generation.
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Howard L. Eckel is an Associate
Member of NAA, and a member of ISA.
He is the principal of a management
consulting and business coaching
group to the green industry. He draws
on over 45 years experience and was
formerly executive vice president and
operations manager of Davey Tree
Expert Company. His E-mail address
1(1
is hleckel@expresshost.com

Education and Training Don't End in School
Reflections From ACRT Students
By Lynn Kinds vatter

A

love of trees and a desire to
know more about tree work
attracted a dozen to Ohio last
April. The reason for their springtime
journey? ACRT's Basic Arborist course.
ACRT's Senior Instructor, Peter
Dubish, led the students through work
skills training, beginning with basic
pruning techniques and culminating with
the take down of a 75-foot green ash. The
26-inch DBH tree, located in a public
park in Cuyahoga Falls, had a hollow
core, making it a definite hazard.
The 12 students attending this class
represented a real cross-section of "tree
people." Brian Aden, for example, is the
arborist for the Denver Zoo, a 95-acre
facility with about 80() trees. Aden said
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(L-R) Christopher Brown, Ryan Maffitt, Tim Murphy, Paul Brink, Don Crouch, Tracy
Wyman, Peter Dubish, Gary Lindley, Larry Kuntz, Mike Denis, Mac Grimes, Brian Aden.

he hadn't been able to reach some trees
with a bucket truck, so he was unable to
care for them. With the skills he learned
in this class, he can flO\\ climb those once

inaccessible trees.
Don Crouch is a maintenance worker
at Sleeping Bear Dunes National Park in
\lichigan. He. too, had used a bucket. but

Buckingham Mfg.

is proud to introduce two
more products to make your job safer and easier.
New Arborist Catalog
kingham
TOOLS

F

IOIR
PROFESSIONAL

Model 6517C
The new Cl'rnCng Pole Saw scabbard
makes climbing, working, and moving
around in a tree easier than ever. Simply clip
the scabbard onto your belt, slip your pole
saw into the scabbard, fasten the strap, and
you're ready to go.

41.

customer service department for a
copy of our new full line color catalog
featuring these and many other new
products.
Buckingham \1a11ufac1urine Co.. Inc.
I-Il Travis Avenue, P0 Box 1690
Bin g hamton, NY 13904

Model 5007S
These new rigging DOCKS comoine a
light weight aluminum design with a
spring loaded captive pin and
bushing for maximum convenience.
Simply push and twist the upper pin
and the checkplates will swing open.
And best of all, the bushing and pin
cannot fall Out of the block. For use
with up to 5/8' rigging line. 3/4 model
also available. Model 5007L

Tel: 607) 773-2400 Fax: i607i 773-242
E-Mail: sales@buckinghammfg.com
\Yehite:
w. buck inharnrnfo.corn
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had never climbed before. Though he is
still not as fast as he would like, the basic skills are there now, which is what
he and the park want. He is confident that
speed will come with practice.
"I really appreciate the fact that Peter
emphasized safety so much in the class,"
Crouch said.
Chris Brown owns his own firm,
Agape Tree, in Detroit, Mich. A member of the National Arborist Association,
he heard about the class from the NAA.
In addition to learning in class, Brown
discovered ACRT's free Job Bank program. He hopes a trained urban forestry
or Job Corps graduate or two will be interested in working in Detroit.
Mac Grimes of Tupelo, Miss., is pleased
to be able to climb now. He has been using a bucket to trim street trees and do most
takedowns. However, his crew also takes
care of the cemeteries in Tupelo, some of
which contain hazardous trees that have
been inaccessible with a bucket truck. Now

Z1
W'C hris Bi rown

Grimes can give these
areas the attention they

owns his own firm, Agape Tree,
in Detroi t, Mich. A member of the National
Arborist Association, he heard about the
class fro im the NAA. In addition to learning
in class, Brown discovered ACRT's free Job
Bank program. He hopes an ACRT-trained
urban forestry or Job Corps graduate or two
will be interested in working in Detroi0

need.

Tracy Wyman and
Mike Denis are partners
of Denis-Wyman, Inc.
in Vermont. Wyman
does most of the ground
work and Denis' main
job is climbing. Wyman
feels very strongly that
he needs to be able to
keep the climber safe,
and being able to climb is part of that
safety plan.
Gary Lindley of Big Beaver Tree Service in Hobart, Ind., also attended this
class. He is eager to get more climbing
experience and put this knowledge and
skills into practice. Other attendees included Lary Kuntz from the University
of Missouri at Columbia, Ryan Maffitt
of John's Landscaping and Tree Service
in Ohio and Paul Brink from New York.

~

All attendees received their Basic At - borist certificates upon completion of the
course. Several are looking forward to
coming back for an Advanced Arborisi
class or one of the electrical hazard
safety training classes.

Lynn Kindsvatter is vice president of
training atACRT, Inc. She can be reached
at 1-800-847-3541 extension 211 or byemail at lynnk@acrtinc.com .
VC
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SOUTHEASTERN EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Buford, Georgia
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800-733-2622
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Events & Seminars

June 2000
Tree Management to Prevent Storm
Damage
Four Locations: Marquette, Gaylord,
Grand Rapids, Detroit, MI
Contact: 517-482-5530
June 2, 2000
Ontario Shade Tree Council
Ensuring the Future of Heritage Elms
University of Guelph Arboretum
Guelph, Ontario
Contact: 416-631-8111

June 17, 2000
ISA—New Jersey Chapter
NJ State Tree Climbing Championship &
NJ Arborist Picnic
Contact: 732-462-7278
June 17, 2000
ISA—NY State Arborists Chapter
2000 NYSA Tree Climbing Championship
Burke Rehabilitation Hospital
White Plans, NY
Contact: 518-453-6461

June 3, 2000
NJ Society of Certified Tree Experts
8th Annual Educational Seminar and Exam
Preparation Course
Contact: 888-873-3034

June 17-20, 2000
ISA— Florida Chapter, and others
Trees Florida 2000 Conference
Westin Innisbrook Resort
Tarpon Springs, FL
Contact: 407-872-1738

June 8, 2000
National Arbor Day Foundation
Hazard Trees Seminar
Maple Ridge Lodge
Cincinnati, OH
Contact: 402-474-5655

June 22-23, 2000
Northeast Shade Tree
Tree Autopsy and Dissection Lab
Presented by Dr. Al Shigo
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: 603- 436-4804

June 10, 2000
PlantAmnesty
Pruning and Landscape Renovation
Workshop
West Side of Puget Sound
Contact: 206-783-9813

July 20, 2000

Connecticut Tree Protective Association
Summer Meeting
The Farmington Club
Farmington, CT
July 22-24, 2000

June 11-13, 2000

American Phytopathological Society
The Ecology of Urban Soils: Designing &
Managing Soils for the Living Landscape
Radisson Hotel
St. Paul, MN
Contact: 651-454-7250
June 16-19, 2000
Chemical Producers and Distributors Association (CPDA)
Annual Meeting
Banff, Alberta, Canada
Contact: 703-548-7700
56

International Lawn, Garden & Power
Equipment Expo
Kentucky Exposition Center
Louisville, KY
Contact: 800-558-8767
July 27-28, 2000
Interstate Professional Applicators Assn
Summer Board Meeting
Double Tree Inn
Pasco, WA
Contact: IPAA 360-886-9076

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2000

July 28, 2000

ISA Certified Arborist Exam
Fort Worth, TX
Contact: 512-451-7363
July 28, 2000
Longwood Gardens, Morris Arboretum.
and PA Horticultural Society
Conference on Woody PniSwathmore College, PA
Contact: 610-388-1000
July 29, 2000
Landscape Contractors Association
Certified Landscape Technician (CLT) test
Argricultural History Farm park
Derwood, MD
Contact: 301- 948-0810
August 8-12, 2000
Association of Professional Landscape
Designers (APLD)
2000 Summer Conference
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Contact: 630-579-3268
September 12-13, 2000
MFPA Summer Meeting
Camp Brighton, MI
Contact: 517-482-5530
September 13, 2000
VA Tech Hampton Roads Ag. Research &
Extention Center
25th Annual Field Day
Virginia Beach, VA
Contact: 757-363-3906
September 22, 2000
ISA Certified Arborist Exam
Waco, TX
Contact: 5 12-45 1-7363
September 25-27, 2000
ISA—Pacific Northwest Chapter
21st Annual Training Conference
Boise, Idaho
Contact: 503-874-8263

September 26-27, 2000
National Arbor Day Foundation
Trees, People and the Law Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, NE.
Contact: 402-474-5665

October 1-4, 2000
Society of Municipal Arborists
Year 2000 Annual Conference
Holiday Inn South
Lansing, MI
Contact: 517-482-5530

October 6-7, 2000
Emerald Expo
Stadium Exhibition Center
Seattle, WA
Contact: 877-473-3655

October 6-8, 2000
Student Society of Arboriculture
5th Annual Conference and Job Fair
Camp Tahigwa
Northeast Iowa
Contact: twalsh@uwsp.edu

October 9, 2000
Pennsylvania State Turfgrass Foundation
261 Annual Western PA
Turfgrass Tournament
Wildwood Gold Club
Allison Park, PA
Contact: Not Available at Press Time

October 19, 2000
Tree Evaluation Workshop
Grand Rapids, MI
Contact: 517-482-5530
October 25-28, 2000
Morton Arboretum
International Maple Symposium
Lisle, IL
Contact: 630-719-2468

Send information on your event to:
Tree Care Industry
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester, NH 03103
Fax: 603-314-5386;
E-mail: Garvin @natlarb.com

TCI

November 2000
Body Language of Trees
Dr. Claus Mattheck, German physicist
Ypsilanti, MI
Contact: 517-482-5530

BEAM
IS M0_ RE
THAN
SKIN DEEP.

November 3, 2000
Plant Health Care, Inc.
Plant Biology Workshop
Frogmore, SC
Contact: 843-838-7506

November 9-11, 2000
National Arborist Association
TCI EXPO 2000
Charlotte Convention Center
Contact: 603-673-3311

Sonic people iniIit be
tempted to choose our highend ropes for their vibrant
colors alone. But for tree care
experts, the real beauty of a
Yale Cordage rope lies in its
performance.

t

good rigging
control system

Every rope we create is
manufactured to our stringent
standards. We simply won't
sell a rope with broken
filaments, improper tensioning, or strands that are
uneven, twisted or off-sheen.
As a result, each Yale rope
provides the strength and
wear resistance
arborists demand VIl4JT11
for long-lasting
performance that
starts at the
surface and goes
all the way to the coic.

October 12-13, 2000
Northeast Shade Tree
A New Tree Biology, by the Book
Presented by Dr. Al Shigo
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: 603- 436-4804
October 13-14, 2000
Plant Health Care, Inc.
Plant Biology Workshop
Frogmore. SC
Contact: 843-838-7505

October 18-20, 2000
Interstate Professional Applicators Assn.
2000 Convention
Cavanaugs Inn at the Park
Spokane, WA

—

The GRCS features a Harken 44:1 selftailing winch for enormous lifting power.
A unique system lets you mount the winch
on a tree or a truck. You may also add an
interchangeable rope brake. Captive fairleads position the rope on the winch drum
for tangle-free operation. Self-tailing allows true one man operation and instant
locking off of loads without knots! The
GRCS is simply the best lowering device
available.

For more information and
a free sample of our best
selling XTC rope,
write to the address
below
YALE CORDAGE
MANUFACTURES

XTC

30 day money back guarantee.
Free Video Available

ROPES FOR

E-mail

F

-APE-

Tel: 262.538.1703
Fax: 262.538.0255

October 18-21, 2000
Student Society of Arboriculture
6th Annual Conference and Job Fair
Clemson University
Contact: twalsh @ uwsp.edu

—
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ggood@onebox.com

good tree care co.
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HELP WANTED

cD

Home of the Indy 500 and Brickyard 400
Professional Tree Care Company in Indianapolis, this is highly respected and well
established with over 26 years of service.
Has year round work with overtime pay.
Top wages, benefits include medical, paid
holidays, vacations, life insurance. Our
company is looking for highly qualified
bucket operator/climber with minimum of
5 years commercial and residential experience. Company will help relocate
successful candidate. Contact Phil or
Stephanie Ping 1-317-298-8482.

Crew Leader/Arborist
Are you an experienced crew leader? Can
you lead and train others by example? Are
you ready to grow into a Production Management position? If so, we have a position
for you! We are a progressive tree care
company providing high-end tree preservation services to an exclusive clientele.
We are seeking a proven crew leader who
can perform with, train, and manage 2 full
crews. Arborist certification or the ability to
certify within 6 months required. Paid insurance, vacation, sick leave and vehicle.
843-280-1407; E-mail: totaltree@aol.com.

Production Tree Trimmer High volume
tree service seeks high volume tree trimmer. Must be very productive. Better than
top pay guaranteed. Arizona Treeworks
602-369-4008
CLIMBER/GROUNDSMAN - Established
tree care/removal co. seeking exp. tree
climber and groundsman to continue our
growth and success. Prefer hardworking,
enthusiastic applicants looking for challenging work. Contact: HULSEY TREE, 1175
Thompson Bridge Rd.,Gainsville, GA 30501,
770-534-1596

Why join SavA Tree?

BACK-UP
SavAlree arborists and lawn care
professionals are backed by a
company with an outstanding
reputation for delivering outdoor
excellence. You will be supported by
a full compliment of highly skilled
Field crews, dedicated managers and
award-winning marketing strategies
to help ensure your success.
Find out what it is like to have
support when you need it.
Call SavATree.
Phone: (800) 666-4873, cxt.153
Fax: (914) 666-5843
Visit our website!

As Florida's largest provider of energy services, ozirplans for growth are just
as exciting as our exploration of new, more efficient energy solutions. If
you're interested in being with a market-driven organization that puts a
premium on talent and creativity, join us!
We are seeking a. professional to schedule, coordinate, and inspect line clearing
contractor activities for system maintenance, restoration, outside requests,
and new construction. You will also evaluate ROW to determine best
practices; ensure compliance with purchase orders; crew & work scheduling
for maintenance, restoration, customer service, and new construction work;
and coordination of the day-to-day field operations.
The selected candidate will have a degree in Forestry or related field; at least
5 years of experience in utility operations; and knowledge of forestry and
arboriculture practices. Certification by the International Society of
Arboriculture; technical and functional knowledge of utility arboriculture
practices; and a iigh level or organization, planning, and
communication skills.
We offer competitive compensation and excellent,
flexible benefits including medical/dental
coverage, tuition assistance, 401(k), and more.
For consideration, please fax your resume
and salary history to David at: 305/552-3999.

0

SMVE
www.savatree.com
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HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a minimum

of 5 years climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs
and removals) and a current driver's license
(a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a certified arborist (with
knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a minimum of 5 years climbing
experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs and removals), 5
years utility line clearance experience, experience working with cranes and have a
current driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay starts at $18.00 per hour but is
based on experience. Benefits include paid
medical and dental insurance, paid federal
holidays, vacation pay, 401(k) pension
plan and a profit sharing plan. Send resume with salary history and employment
references to:
Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Tamarack Forestry Service is looking for
an Arboriculture Instructor to assist in
the running of a school to train people associated with back-to-work programs.
Applicant must have a Bachelors of Science in Arboriculture or related field.
Should also have at least 5 years field experience, along with classroom time.
Please send resume, references and salary
history to:

Exciting Career Opportunity
for Tree Trimming Personnel
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation
management company with five (5) regional U.S. offices servicing railroads,
utilities, industries and State departments
of transportation for the last twenty years.
There is an immediate need for the following positions:
• Climbers-Class I and II
• Foreman and Bucket Operators
• Tractor Operators

Tamarack Forestry Service
P0 Box 370
Canton, NY 13617
1-800-858-0437
Fax: 315-386-8331
E-mail: Tamarack@northnet.org
Hiring: Experienced Tree Climbers

needed with pickup truck and own equipment. $250+ per day. Guaranteed
year-round work in warm, friendly Baton
Rouge, LA. Management opportunity available immediately. Call 225-683-3800
Mon-Fri 8 to 9am. Sat 10 to 12 am.

CDL License, experience in arboriculture,
urban forestry or related fields a plus. We
offer excellent starting wages, company
benefits, excellent working conditions and
the opportunity for year-round work. For a
confidential interview, mail or fax your resume to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., 100 N.
Conahan Dr., Hazleton, PA. Attn: Charlie
Sizer. Phone: 800-360-9333; Fax: 570459-5500.
EOE / AAP / M-F
eiinrinued on page 00

'Financing and Shipping
• Airport Pick-up
• Hotel Accommodations
• Chippers & Skidder Buckets

4
I

1-800-858-0437

Website: www.tamarackciearing.com e-mail: tamarack©northnetorg
P() Bo 31). (antn. NY 1361 -

\\l
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IRA Wickes/Arborists Rockland County
based firm for over 70 years seeks qualified
individuals with experience. Arborists I Sales
Reps, Office Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers,
Spray Techs (I PM, PHC, LAWN). Great benefit package includes 401(k) matching,
advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us
out on the web at irawickes.com . E-mail your
resume to info@irawickes.com . Fax us at
(914) 354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes
/ Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.
Tree Crew/Spray Technicians
Experienced Tree Climbers and Spray Technicians needed. We have cake! Call Dan at
Autumn Tree Care Experts, 847-729-1963
or Fax resumes to 847-729 1966.
Come to Raleigh, NC, voted #1 city in USA.
Position available for Climber/Foreman with
quality-oriented tree care company. Excellent pay and incentives. Year-round work in
a family community. Call Phil Crump (800)
655-5910.
Plant Health Care Coordinator
Tired of spraying? Do you want to be paid
for your knowledge, experience and personality? Do you think you have what it takes to
run a spraying operation in an aggressively
expanding company? If you're organized,
self-motivated and sociable, call Dan at Autumn Tree Care Experts, 847-729-1963 or
Fax resumes to 847-729-1966.

Interested in re-locating to beautiful
Denver, Colorado? Mountain High Tree
Service and Lawn Care, an industry
leader since 1974, is hiring Tree Climbers, Plant Health Care and Lawn
Technicians. We offer top pay, unmatched
benefits and a modern facility with new
equipment. Check out our website:
www.mountainhightreeservice.com . Call
our office: 303-232-0666 or fax your resume to: 303-232-0711 or e-mail us:
mhttree@pcisys.net . Please sent attn:
David Entwistle.
Management Position in
Northern California
Description: We are looking for a person
to do sales, estimates and consultations
along with crew management. We are a
rapidly growing company in Northern California, working year round. This is an
exceptional opportunity for a motivated
person who can grow with the company.
We need an individual who can work with
the public and professional clientele.
Qualifications: Applicant must be certified
and have several years experience in the
tree care industry. This is a perfect opportunity for a foreman to move into a
management position.
Compensation: Salary/Benefits, etc. Contact North Valley Tree Service, 3544
Brindle Lane, Chico, CA 95973, Phone:
(530) 893-9649. Fax: (530) 893-9650. Email: nvtree@aol.com.

TREE CARE PROFESSIONAL WANTED:
Experienced, foreman quality individual
needed at high-energy, fast-growing company. Excellent salary, benefits, compan
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast
Hilton Head, SC, Charleston, SC, Charlotte,
NC and Savannah, GA. Call Historic Tree
Preservation, Inc., at 843-556-8696.
Tamarack Forestry Service is looking for a
Supervisory/Executive type person to assist in the daily management of a company
of 200 plus employees, with an average
growth rate of 20-30% annually.
Tamarack's primary service is to the utility
industry.
Supervisory experience required.

ARBORIST
City of Evanston
Parks/Forestry Division
$44,376 - $54,300 per year
SUPERVISE and coordinate activities of
workers engaged in planting, trimming, removing and maintaining horticultural
specialties, such as trees and shrubs, applying knowledge of environmental control
structures, systems and techniques and
plant culture.
PERFORM a variety of management duties such as: conducting in-service training
activities, evaluation of existing programs,
development of new programs/activities.
You will also evaluate hazardous trees for
potential removal or remedial action. Over see storm/emergency damage operations.
REQUIRES: Bachelor's degree in Horticulture, Forestry, or kindred discipline,
minimum 3 years related experience. Must
have valid driver's license, possession of,
or ability to obtain, Illinois Pesticide Applicators License, possession of, or ability to
obtain, International Society of Arboricultures
Certified Arborist designation. Knowledge
and use of personal computer and software for use in word processing,
spreadsheets and data base applications.
COME TO EVANSTON! For A.D.A details,
see job posting. TDD# for hearing impaired
is 847-328-4080.
APPLY in person or send resume to: Human
Resources, City of Evanston, 2100 Ridge
Ave., Evanston, IL 60201 (aaleoe/m/f/v/d)

DO YOU LOVE WHAT YOU DO
If so, we need people like you.
At Almstead Tree Company, we've bui
our reputation for professionalism and
quality over 35 years.
Become part of the experience.
We offer excellent pay, great benefits,
and opportunities in NY, NJ & CT.
Good people are always rewarded.

Forward resume with references and salary
history to:
Matthew Randi
Tamarack Forestry Service, Inc.
P0 Box 769
Canton, NY 13617
1-800-858-0437
Fax: 315-386-8331
E-mail: tamarack@northnet.org

F1

Please frri 'a rd you ; resume to...

Kevin Rooney. Regional Manager
58 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle NY 10801
Phone: 800-427-1900
Fax: 914-576-5448 Email: atc@bestweb.net
Visit our award-winning website at www.almstead.com
Please circle 3 on Reader Service Card
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EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS
Come Join One of the Largest Vegetation
Management Companies in the United
States
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing tremendous growth throughout the country,
creating the following openings:
Branch Managers
Various locations throughout the USA
Immediate openings in
VA & New England
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, including the supervision of field
personnel Business/Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of 2 years experience
working in the green industry.
Qualified applicants must have proven leadership abilities, strong customer relations and
interpersonal skills. We offer excellent salary, bonus, and benefits packages, including
401(k) and company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preferences and willingness to
relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 800-3609333; Fax: 570-459-5500. EOE/A.AP M-F.

25-year established company seeking
experienced climbers/foreman. Certification preferred. Drug-free workplace.
Please fax resume to (727) 507-TREE
(8733) or call us at (727) 535-9770.
Westenberger Tree Service, Inc.
Clearwater, FL 33760.
Experienced Tree Care Specialists Chicago North Shore. Full service tree care
and landscape firm serving exclusive, residential clients has various positions in
management & production. Superior compensation & benefits package. Contact
Robert Kinnucan at: 28877 Nagel Court,
Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Tel: (847) 234-5327;
Fax: (847)234-3260.
Fairfield County, CT - Growing company
with over 20 years impeccable tree care experience is looking for quality-oriented
individuals to join our staff. Experienced and
professional candidates are needed. Responsibilities would include tree removal,
cabling and bracing, truck and equipment
maintenance. Supervisory positions are
available. Excellent compensation, paid vacation/holidays, medical benefits, including
dental and pension plan. We offer a drugfree environment. Please contact O'Neill's
Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 2387, Darien, CT
06820, (203) 655-7865 or fax resume to
(203) 327-5455.

LOOKING EOR A RELIABLE EQUIPMENT SOURCE?
eN

60 1998 Versalift on
1999 IH 4700
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P ,entice 120 Log Grapple on
1984 GN1C Topkick

CALL

Established Tree Co. in New Jersey
seeks experienced arboristJclimber for
fine pruning & removals. Salary negotiable.
Relocation assistance for qualified candidates. Call 201-461-9487 or
973-696-3873.
We Want You!
Arborists, Plant Healthcare,
Crew Leaders, Climbers
Career team players. Work year round. Relocation assistance, excellent compensation,
retirement & benefits package. Fax, E-mail
or send resume to:
Arborguard
P0 Box 477
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
Phone: 404-299-5555 Fax: 404-294-0090
E-mail: sprophett@arborguard.com
Web: www.arborguard.com
continued on page 62

Careers that
grow with youThe Davey Tree Expert Company has
immediate openings in tree, shrub and lawn
core, grounds maintenance and vegetation
management We provide on-the-job training,
competitive pay and benefits, and offer
opportunities for advancement

To join. our
team contact:
Personnel
Department - TO
1500 North Mantua Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE ext. 252

1JJiiiL

I

-A

Lifts, Trailers, Brush

Log Grapples, Chipper

id

Chipper

Chipper Dump

ft

Climbers Wanted: minimum of 3 years experience in all aspects of aerial tree care.
Must have or be willing to obtain Class A
CDL and ISA certification. We offer top
wages, benefits and continuing education.
Please call 770-992-1973 or fax resume
to 770-518-9527 (Atlanta, GA).

ONE SOLUTION...
,
31125. State Rd 124 V New
v1 Used
Blufflon, IN 46714
VRent
Ph: 219-824-5340
V Lease
Fax.- 21,9-824-6350
E-mail uiesco gpesrosglos. corn VBuy
V Rent/PurchaseT'TtT
Web: www. nescosa/es. corn

Toll Free 800-252-0043

1'
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Tree Care Professional Wanted

Sprays-Sales-Climbers-Office Personnel
Send resume to:
Gregory Forrest Lester Inc.
5460 Alomar
Cincinnati, OH 45238
or Fax: 513-922-3348

Tree Care Jobs
Online classifieds & resumes

www.treecarejobs.com
www.greenindustryjobs.com
www.irrigationjobs.com
www.nurseryjobs.com
Questions? Call 410-964-3800

iru
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Is your career path restricted in your current position?
Are you looking to achieve above average earnings?
Are you searching for on-going scientific training to help you

•

achieve your professional goals?
If you answered YES to the above, consider a career in sales with BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS,
the international leader in scientific tree care.

Chemical Sales Representative - Come
join one of the largest Vegetation Management Companies in the United States.
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. has immediate
openings for Chemical Sales Representatives throughout the U.S. Responsibilities
include direct marketing of DBI's full product
line of chemicals and related equipment
throughout a regional territory. Horticulture
or related degree desired, with a working
knowledge of Vegetation Management
Chemicals. (Minimum two years experience.)
Qualified applicants must have strong interpersonal communication skills. The
candidate chosen will work out of a DBI Regional Office and must enjoy travel. We offer
an excellent salary and benefits package, including 401(k) and company-paid medical
coverage. For confidential consideration,
please forward resume, including salary history and geographic preference in cover
letter. Send or fax resume to: DeAngelo
Bros., Inc. Attn: Charlie Sizer, 100 N.
Conahan Dr., Hazelton, PA 18201 Fax: 570459-5500. EOEIAAP/M-F

Due to expansion, we currently have openings in the following regions: NORTHEAST; METRO-NY;
MID-ATLANTIC; SOUTHEAST; MIDWEST; TEXAS; CALIFORNIA.

Tree climber, Ground worker, PHC Technician & Sales/Arborist positions now

We offer an excellent compensation package, including medical and dental benefits, 401K, company car
and more.

available with Northern Virginia's premier
tree company located in "one of the nation's

If you have tree care sales experience or an aptitude for sales, combined with a degree in ornamental
horticulture, urban forestry or a related field, call toll free 1-877-TREE XPT (873-3978) or send or fax a
current resume to:

richest counties.

BARTT

Why consider RTEC Treecare?

Alan H. Jones
Bartlett Tree Experts
1185 Five Springs Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Fax: ((804) 971-1331

• Immediate growth positions for experienced people.
• Excellent Pay and benefits
• Friendly & Professional atmosphere
• Training and Advancement
30% annual growth provides excellent
advancement opportunities.
"Recession Proof" DC Metro area

Scientific Tree Care Since 1907
)vww.bartlett.com
Please circle 11 on Reader Service Card
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HE Supply

CALL 1.800.525.8873
for more information about the
new saddles from Weaver.

Degree and certification a plus, training available. Individuals with exceptional experience
and/or performance records encouraged
apply. Complete confidence assured.

1

'

New Classic Tree Saddle hX
with Suspenders only $139.

16 oz.

'7;f;il
Wth leg straps
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Call Andy Ross at (703) 573-3029, fax (703)
573-7475, e-mail: andyross@erols.com or
web page: www.treestrees.com .
RTEC ("Our Tech") Treecare.
Established tree care company in Seattle, WA seeks experienced arborist/

climber for fine pruning and removals. Certification a plus. Fax resume to 206522-7262 or call 206-523-6166.
Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority in Norfolk, VA seeks experienced

--

---•----- 8oz
:,________

'lease
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arborist/climber for fine pruning and removals. Must be line certified. Fax resume to
757-626-1607 or call 757-623-1111 ext. 224.

Experienced Professional Climber/Foreman needed to join our rapidly growing tree

company. Arborist certification preferred, but
not required. Class 'B' CDL required. Continuing Education, training. Advancement
potential. Fax resume to: Tree Works N. W.
(360) 687-8843 or call M-F 8am-3pm
(360)687-6095.

Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about
the industry's best selling package, call or
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117
Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880.
Phone: 203-226-4335.

YELLOW OAKS (chlorosis), River Birch,

Sweet Gum, Most Deciduous Trees, 32 oz.
Chlorosis Tree Medicine, (16 trees) $39.
Pin Oak Tree Specialists, Omaha, NE
(402) 555-9384.
continued on page 64

Sales/Management

Stuck in the same old rut? Not recognized
for your organizational or leadership skills?
Being overlooked for advancement? Have
nowhere to go and a lot to offer to a competitive and growing company? Call Dan at
Autumn Tree Care, 847-729-1963. Fax 847729-1966

-.
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FOR
SALE
For Sale
1976 Ford SkyWorker with chip box, ex-

tra parts included, good deal at $12,500.
Ford Truck 57-foot Hi Ranger, $25,000.
Chippers & stump grinders, some almost
new. Call 419-294-2631.
For Sale - 500 gal. high pressure John
Bean Sprayer. Excellent Condition. $5500.
Call Mark at 732-446-7888, msavage@
monmouth.com .

Low NON tellaflce Costs!
Non Luo Boa rmgs
Dual Pi Retention
Blue Tmw Stilpes
Units Prepalotad

r.

Safety!
Exposed Cyliders

• No Exposedliose Bundles
Fast Delivery!
Mounted and Ilemowitod
Units Ready to Co

I

F

Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an
hour and go anywhere? Ours can. The

Alpine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs., can
operate near fences, walkways, buildings,
and sidehills. It can clear brush, dig shallow trenches and maneuver over soft
ground without making tire tracks. Call or
write: Alpine Machine, 7910 Thornbury St.
S.W., Olympia, WA 98512-2368. (360)
357-5116.
Used Equipment For Sale

Buy two or more pieces of equipment
and get additional discounts.
1982 International 1900 30 Yard Dump
Truck, diesel, 50 miles on new engine,

new brakes, 10-speed manual. $17,500 or
best offer. Vermeer #10 Stump Grinder,
$4000 or best offer. Vermeer #186 Stump
Grinder, $3500 or best offer. Morbark
Chipper Model 2400, tandem axle, 4 sets
of new blades, 200 hours, $34,000 or best
offer. For information call 708-598-4952.

Visit www.versalift.com for the
VERSALIFT Distributor nearest you!

TIMNE

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O.Box 20368
Waco, TX 76702-0368
Tel.: (254) 399 .2100
Fax: (254) 399 .2651
www.versalift.com

(
% #

Quick and Easy Financing Available
First Sierra Financial, Inc.
Joseph Armbruster
-.
1-800.933.7101
www.firstsierra.com

FIRST

Iiflii.

FINANCIAL, INC.

Please circle 71 on Reader Service Card
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1993 40 GPM Minnesota Wanner Hyd.
Sprayer. Three hose reels, 200 and 400
gallon stainless steel tanks. On a 1983
Ford F700. $14,900. 1996 12 GPM Rears
Manufacturing Lawn Sprayer. Two hose
reels 200 and 400 gallon tanks on a 1988
F350, $6500. Call Jim at 612-473-0534.

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988
to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continuous-rotation
grapples. Call us for any specialty truck
needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or
Paul, Sayreville, NJ. (732) 938-5779.
www.atianticboom.com
QUALITY REFURBISHED & REBUILT
USED EQUIPMENT FROM
BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.

2000 Summer
Clearance
Stump Grinders
Carlton 3500-4 w/remote control. Very Good
Condition - $18,500.00
Carlton 4400-D. Low Hours. One Year
Warranty on Engine - $16,500.00

Track Grinders
1994 Rayco T175 Stump Cutter
175 hp JD Turbo-Diesel
Completely Rebuilt - Exc. Cond. $79,500.00
1993 Rayco T175 Stump Cutter
Very Good Condition - $44,500.00
1998 Rayco T175 Stump Cutter
175 hp JD Turbo-Diesel with
forestry mower attachment - $92,500.00
1995 Rayco Stump Cutter
175 hp JD Turbo-Diesel
Good Condition - $72,500.00
1999 Rayco T275 Stump Cutter
275hp JD Turbo-Diesel
Low Hours - Call Us!

Tree/Brush Chippers
1997 Morbark 2400
200hp Cummins Diesel. Freshly Painted.
Looks Great! - 29,500.00
1997 Morbark EZ1 3
76hp Cummins Diesel
Very Good Condition $13,950.00
1996 Brush Bandit 200+.
75 hp Cummins.
Very Good Condition. $15,950.00

Track Chippers
1997 Brush Bandit 1400 Track
200hp Cummins Diesel
Rotobec Grapple.
Like New Condition.
Only 600 Hours - $89,500.00

0

ARBOR RECYCLING EQUIP. Co.
P.O. Box 279
Youngsville, NC 27596

1-800-462-2447

Brush Bandit hydraulic feed,
hand-fed Chippers
(1) Mighty Bandit II, 23 hp Kohler gas; (3)
Model 65, 30 hp Wisconsin gas; (1) Model
90, 50 hp Perkins diesel; (1) Model 90W, 80
hp John Deere diesel; (1) Model 95, 76 hp
GM gas; (1) Model 100, 4133.9 Cummins diesel; (4) Model 200+; gas and diesel; (9)
Model 250, gas and diesel; (1) Model 280,
200 hp John Deere diesel; Model 1200, 177
hp Cummins diesel; (3) Model 1254, 200 hp
Cummins diesel; (1) Model 1890, 200 hp
Cummins diesel
Bandit Towable Whole Tree Chippers
Model 1400, 200 hp Cummins diesel;
(1) Model 1690 Drum, 119 hp, Ford gas;
(1) Model 1900, 425 hp CAT 3406TA
Stump Grinders
Carlton; (2) Rayco
Morbark
Model 16, Cummins diesel; (1) Model 17,
Turbo Perkins; (1) Model 100, Onan 24 hp;
Eeger Beever, gas & diesel; (1) Model
10 EZ, 50 hp John Deere
Vermeer
Model 1250, 80 hp Perkins; (1) Model
1600, Ford 6 cylinder; (1) tub, 400 hp CAT
Miscellaneous
Chipmore; (3) Aspluridh 12-inch drum,
gas and diesel; (3) Asplundh 16-inch drum,
gas (1) Wayne 12-inch drum, 6 cylinder gas;
(1) Wood/Chuck WC-17, GMC; (3) Mitts &
Merrill, gas; (1) Trelan M-18, diesel; (1)
Duratech Whirlwind; (1) Innovator 8-foot tub,
177 hp diesel; (1) Jenz Wastewood grinder.
Bandit Industries, Inc. 6750 Millbrook
Road, Remus, MI 49340. Phone (800)9520178 or (517) 561-2270. Fax: (517)
561-2375.
Ropes, Ropes, Ropes
All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings
1-800-873-3203.

Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
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Alexander Equipment - the only used
equipment source offering a full satisfaction
guarantee! We have a huge selection of used
chippers and stump grinders ... fully serviced
and ready to work! See our complete inventory list on the web at www.alexequip.com
or call Matt or Steve at 630-663-1400.
Alexander Equipment Company; 4728
Yender Ave; Lisle, IL 60532. We can deliver
anywhere!

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE
Established and profitable tree business for sale. Located in booming, upscale
suburb of the San Francisco Bay Area, CA.
Excellent reputation with very loyal customer base of 60% residential and 40%
commercial. Schedule booked year round,
over 50% repeat and referral business.
Purchase price, of one year's net income,
includes phone number, trucks, chipper,
stump grinder and all equipment needed.
Have GREAT crew! Pick up the phone and
you are in business. Call (925) 689-4446
for complete information.
For Sale–Greenville, SC tree care co.
est. 14 yrs ago. Both commercial and residential year-round work, tremendous
growth potential, excellent reputation and
very loyal customer base located in rapid
growth area. Send inquiries to 110 Ford
Rd., Greer, SC 29651 or call pager 864217-1 305
For Sale—Well established tree care business in Seattle Wa. Regular residential and
commercial clientele. Truck, chipper and
other equipment included. Excellent oppor tunity with potential for growth. Send inquire
to Box LW, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1,
Manchester, NH 03103.
Established tree care business for 36
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Longterm contracts and good workforce in place.
Year-round work with good growth opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box PL, TCI,
3 Perimeter Rd., Unit 1, Manchester, NH
03103.
Tree Care Business For Sale
Established and profitable business located
in Maui, Hawaii. Year-round work with opportunity for growth. Excellent reputation.
Incl. truck, chipper and misc. equipment. For
info, call (808) 871-4701.
continued on page 66
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MAT-3 Inc.

Waukesha. WI

Tree Service For Sale - Profitable and growing business located in Union County, NJ.
In business for 20 years with good clientele
and year round work.
Business includes: (1) 1991 GMC Bucket
Truck (50-foot Topkick LR50) exc. cond.,
recabled in 1999. (1) 1988 Chevy Chip Truck
in good cond. (1) 1987 Brush Bandit Chipper with 12-inch capacity in good cond. (1)
1996 Chevy 3500 4x4 Rack Dump truck with
7-foot Myers snowplow in exc. cond. (1)
Vermeer 630B Stump Cutter in exc. cond.
Storage yard (rented) with dumping facilities.
Saws, ropes and tree climbing equipment.
Tree climber currently employed. Owner willing to stay through change of ownership.
Send inquiries to:
Turnkey Tree Service Inquiry, 503 Elmwood
Terrace, Linden, NJ 07036. (908) 486-5806

Business For Sale
Half million a year and growing tree care
business in Tidewater, Va. $200k in contracts for next year already signed with
local governments. 2 bucket trucks, 3 chip/
dump trucks, Prentiss loader and 3 modern chippers and stump grinders that are
less than 3 yrs. old.
All equipment well maintained and painted.
Most equipment is paid for. Over $180k in
actual equipment value. $500k is a steal
considering this is what we grossed last
year and that equipment value and current
contracts almost equal this as well. Company has a great name, huge customer
base and is in good standing with all local
government agencies and the State of Virginia. Send inquiries to Box GT, TCI, 3
Perimeter Rd. Manchester, NH 03103.

Classified ad rates: $60 per inch ($50 NAA members), 1-inch
minimum. Payable in advance. Ad deadline is the 20th of the
month, two months prior to publication. Send ad and payment
to: TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
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PRODUCTS &
SERVICES
ArborGold Software
Manage your customers from the minute
they call. Specialized software just for Arborists. Proposals, Invoicing, Work Orders
and much more! For more information call
Tree Management Systems, Inc. today at
800-933-1955 or download a free demo at
www.turftree.com
ArborWare, The Business Solution for Arborist, Landscape and Lawn Care
Professionals includes complete Customer
Management: Estimates, Proposals, Work
Orders, Invoices, Statements, and Accounts
Receivables. Also includes: Customer Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance
and DOT reporting, Job Costing, Marketing
and Management Reporting, comprehensive
User Manual, and more ... Call 1-800-49ARBOR (2-7267) for more information.
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Tree Care Industry Millennium Memory
Tree care trucks went high-tech in the '60s

Li

By John Gunnell

Holan bodies and power equipment for the 1962 Chevrolet
chassis had many applications in the tree care field. Center-mounted derricks equipped with an auger could make
holes for planting new trees, while elbow-boom trucks
could safely raise an arborist to his tallest patient.

n 1913, Dudley Pierce and his father
Humphrey founded the Auto Body
Works of Appleton, Wisc. In a shop
located in an old church, they started building bodies for Model-T Ford trucks. The
Pierce Auto Body Works was incorporated
and started its history four years later. Today, the company is one of America's
largest builders of fire trucks.
Pierce enjoyed expansion and diversification in the '20s. In the '30s, to help
weather the Depression, it added new
equipment and, in 1938, began supplying
the Eagle Manufacturing division of the
Four-Wheel-Drive (FWD) truck company
with U-10 utility bodies for A-frame derricks. (These trucks were popular with
"tree surgeons" of the day, although we are
not focusing here on the '30s.)
It was in the World War!! era that Pierce
made its first big move into the fire truck
business. Dudley Pierce's son, Eugene,
was running the company by this time and
would later remark that he little suspected
how significant this product line would
become for the company. A sales engineer
and utility-body draftsman named Douglas
Ogilvie joined the company in 1948. He
would also have a significant influence on
the firm's future success.
Dudley Pierce passed away in 1954, and
two years later Eugene formed an association with pump manufacturer W.S. Darley
Co. of Rosemont, Ill. That same year, the
Minneapolis, Minn., fire department
placed an order for 41 of Pierce's reliable
new pumpers. When Eugene Pierce died
in 1958, Dave Ogilvie became vice president and general manager. Due to his

J
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background with mechanical drawings,
Ogilvie was quite fascinated by a new device known as the articulating boom.
That same year, 1958, Pierce built a platform-style truck for Ray Schuster, the
Chicago Pierce dealer. He asked Ogilvie
to outfit this unit with underneath storage
compartments and a Pitman articulating
boom. A fire hose was strung to the top of
the boom, since Schuster was hoping to sell
some trucks to electric companies to use
for washing power-line insulators.
Schuster demonstrated the unit to the Chicago Fire Department, which liked it very
much. This was the start of the "snorkel"
fire truck with an articulating boom and
platform.
The next year the Pitman Company designed a new articulating boom with a
permanent water pipeway. Art Moore of
Pitman gave Pierce a contract to build a
body for this unit. When it was exhibited
at the International Fire Chiefs Convention
in Grand Rapids, Mich., that year, the truck
caused a sensation. By 1 961, Pierce sales
went over $1 million for the first time.
As you can imagine, the new trucks with
articulating booms and snorkels that
evolved in the late 'SOs were also a hit with
tree trimmers. The booms allowed arborists to go safely up in the air to reach
broken limbs and diseased sections high
on the trunk of a tree. Snorkels could be
used for chemical spraying procedures.
Ogilvie's design for the boom-andsnorkel truck was just the beginning of
a revolution in the overall utility truck
manufacturing field. By the early 1960s,
a variety of ladders, lifts, cranes, booms
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2000
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and derricks were brought on the market by a variety of manufacturers. They
featured the latest "up-in-the-air" technology and had great appeal to tree
trimming professionals.
Anyone entering the business at that
time would probably have considered buying such a truck. Companies like
Chevrolet, Ford, Dodge, International—
and even Studebaker back then—would
have happily supplied the needed chassis.
But these companies did not make the special bodies, rigging and accessories that an
arborist would have needed. Instead, they
would have relied on a number of "approved" aftermarket vendors (such as
Pierce Auto Works) to add the needed
equipment to the basic chassis.
The truck makers had catalogs of
available bodies. In the case of
Chevrolet, these catalogs were called
Silver Books, and they were (and still
are) published by the Verbiest Publishing Company of Michigan. To research
this article, the Silver Book for 196
Catalog of Engineered Vocation—'
Equipment for Chevrolet Jobmaster

Trucks was consulted. According to an

McCabe-Powers' "ServiceMaster" aerial ladders could
be fitted to the ClO 1/2-ton,
C20 3/4-ton, C30 1-ton and 11/2-ton Chevrolet trucks.
Manually extended ladders
came in two lengths and
could be found with oppower-raise
tional
equipment. When recessed, the ladder
stored in the rack behind the rear of the
cab and laid over
the roof and front
of the truck.

j
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index in the back of this source, arborist
bodies for Chevys were supplied by the
Fruehauf Trailer Company; Holan Cor poration; McCabe-Powers Body
Company; Mid-West Body & Mfg. Div.
of Electrographic Corporation and the
Utility Body Company. Strangely
enough. Pierce was listed in the book as
a Chevrolet equipment supplier, but not
under "Tree Trimmers." In addition,
there was a mention of "Tree Surgeon
Trucks" in an ad for the Hubbard Manufacturing Company, Inc., even though
this firm did not show up in that category
in the index.
Hubbard, of Farmland, md., actually
made one of the most interesting choices.
It was officially called Lift Body Equipment and it consisted of a platform that fit
in the back of even a very small International Scout and could be lifted straight up
a vertical "pole." The ad suggests the platform was chain driven. It shows a photo
of a man inside the raised device
"morphed" onto a drawing of a truck that
resembles a Scout.
McCabe-Powers--a St. Louis firm—
went a different route with its
Service-Master Aerial Ladder, which came
in both manual and power-raised models.
Both had manual extension and full-circle
rotation. The ladder was illustrated

mounted in a Chevy C20 3/4-ton utility truck with built-in tool cabinets. The
ad said the aerial ladder came in 26foot and 30-foot sizes.
Holan, then a subsidiary of the Ohio
Brass Company located in Cleveland.
made a variety of heavier-duty bodies
and equipment that were very well
suited to tree service work. The firm
manufactured toolbox utility bodies,
squirt booms, ladders, elbows and several types of derricks. These must have
been the "Cadillacs" for arborists of the
'SOs and '60s.
The 1962 Silver Book did not illustrate "tree trucks" made by the other
indexed firms, but they were certainly
available. In addition. Pierce and other
utility-truck makers surely turned out
some models, too. Ford, Dodge and the
other truck makers all had their own
suppliers. What we've covered here is
just the tip of the iceberg—enough to
reflect the historical fact that tree trimmers were going "high-tech" way back
in the '60s.

Bishop
Company
54 Years of providing
arborist supplies to the
arborist community.

When it comes
to arborist
supplies,"

j

John Gunnell is a freelance writer
in Iola, Wisc.
TCI
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Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.
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Easily operated, light weight
and compact.

Phone/Fax: 888-514-8851
http://www.imlusa.com

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com
IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd., Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144
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Proceed With Caution,
When purchasing used tree care equipment, know what to ask and require to help ensure you are buying quality
By George R. Pogue, Jr.

A

fter 20 years in the tree care
industry, we have definitely
had our share of bumps and
bruises when it comes to locating and
purchasing quality tree care equipment.
Unlike many other businesses, the tree
care professional has a large amount of
overhead invested solely in equipment,
which must be safe and in good working
order to be profitable.
Locating the tree equipment we need
can be the first obstacle. For many of us,
finding equipment in our own backyard
is nearly impossible. Even finding the
equipment we need in our own state at
the time we need it can be cumbersome.
Therefore, we must resolve to do some
extensive traveling.
Our tree business is located in south
central Pennsylvania. Over the years, we
have made numerous trips to New York,
Georgia, North Carolina and Florida in
hopes of landing the "exactly as specified" piece of tree care equipment. Too
often, we arrive, only to find that it is not
what we need, what we asked for, available to be looked at or ready to be taken
off the lot as promised.
The second problem is "quality"
equipment. For many small tree care
businesses, the very thought of purchasing a brand new piece of tree care
equipment is unimaginable. Financially,
they cannot afford such a luxury. We are
then left the difficult task of purchasing
used equipment. We all know that tree
equipment is used hard and on a nearly
70

daily basis. How do
you know if you are
buying someone else's
problems? How can
you be sure how much
you should invest into
this piece of equipment?
Will
this
r
company (miles away
from your locale) stand
behind what they are selling?
I can honestly say that I have never felt
so much pressure as when I am standing
in a salesperson's office, hundreds of
miles away from home, hearing him or
her tell me lines like these:
•"I know it's not exactly what you
wanted, but I thought if I got you down
here, you would buy one anyway, or be
willing to wait."
• "You take it back to Pennsylvania
and have them complete a state inspection and if anything doesn't pass, we'll
pay for it. Don't worry about that."
• "I know the truck doesn't meet all
of the specifications as you listed over
the phone, but we figured this truck
would suit you just fine."
• "I know that you wanted a 1988
bucket truck, but we honestly didn't realize the boom was 16 years older than
the truck until you pointed it out."
• "We'll go ahead and put an inspection sticker on it for you, but you have
your mechanic take a look at it when you
get back home. We'll take care of any
repairs."
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2000

• "I'm sorry the truck you came to
look at just sold, but here's another one
we have left on the lot. I'm sure it'll be
okay."
• "I'm sorry the truck isn't finished
yet per our agreed deadline, but there is
a nice motel down the road."
Well, now that we've relived some of
our most exasperating moments, let's
move on to what we can do to protect
ourselves from similar situations.
When possible, the first trip should
be a scouting trip to find a piece of equipment you want. The second trip should
be the buying trip.
Don't rush into the purchase of a
used piece of equipment. Never let the
salesman know how badly you need
something. It is nice to have spare equipment. This way you only need to
purchase equipment when your sparc k
moved into full-time use.
Do your homework on tn
inpin.
Don't rely solely on advertisements in
tree care industry magazines.

When you ask questions over the
phone and the salesperson gives you a
verbal response, request those same answers in writing.
Call the salesperson just as you are
preparing to go look at the equipment to
verify it will be there when you arrive.
Nationally known tree care companies wholesale their used equipment to
truck brokers. Make certain that the company you are going to buy from is more
than just a truck broker and will stand behind the equipment you buy. You must be
able to hold someone accountable in the
event something goes wrong.

Our plea to the industry is for someone
out there to initiate a database of "Used
Tree Care Equipment Dealers," which
would include a list of grievances as well
as letters of recommendation from previous buyers. I would like to see a non-biased
group, interested in the safety of tree care
professionals. Wouldn't it be great to be
able to check out a company based on the
reports of previous customers, rather than
advertisements?
As many of you know or can tell from
this account, the pressure to maintain a
well-outfitted company can often lead to

To make certain that you come home
with your title, discuss payment arrangements in advance. Ask questions such as:
Is there a waiting period for my check to
clear before getting the title? Is a certified
check required? Where is the title? Will I
he able to bring it home with the truck?
Discuss every detail to ensure the release
of the original title will take place when
you go to pick up the equipment.
If it is a specialized piece of equipment like an aerial lift bucket truck, ask
for the serial number of the unit and call
the factory to determine the model year
of the truck/boom, as well as any parts,
service and maintenance records.
Check with the Better Business Bureau prior to purchasing equipment from
any company. You can now check out a
company right over the Internet! Be
aware of any prior grievances filed or if
the company is currently under investigation.

stressful decision making. It is our hope
that after reading this account, you are
not only an educated tree care professional with all of your certifications and
licenses hanging on the wall, but a savvy,
well informed tree care equipment consumer—one that is able to separate a
pretentious salesperson from an honest
person who is selling used tree care
equipment.
George R. Pogue. Jr. is the owner of
Cumberland Valley Tree Service in
TCI
Chambersburg. Penn.
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BRUTE.

FIREWOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

CONVEYORS

LOG SPLITTERS
LIGHT PROFESSIONAL MODELS

TOP-DRIVE Hydraulic Elevator Loaders

FROM $1,495
3-Point Tractor-Mount PTO - Powered Models
Available From $1,465

(12 to 32 FT. LENGTH)

FROM $3,085

NEW Horizontal Feed Conveyors
FROM $1,890

(12 to 32 FT. LENGTH)

Be willing to walk away from a
truck at any time during the negotiations.
Never give a down payment larger than
you are willing to lose.
When buying used tree equipment,
your purchase decision should be based
on this premise. "What you see is what
ou get."
Never fully pay the salesperson or
take the truck home unless it is exactly
what you want, as you specified in the
negotiated conditions, for the price you
anticipated paying.

LARGE PROFESSIONAL MODELS

FIREWOOD PROCESSORS

FROM $4,775

SELF-POWERED

3-Point Tractor-Mount PTO - Powered Models
Available
FROM S2,875

PTO-POWERED

ALL

BRUTE MACHINES COME WITH A

FULL

FROM $18,250
FROM $14,500

12-MONTH WARRANTY

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ON MODELS/OPTIONS AVAILABLE
AND FOR PACKAGE DEALS, CALL 1-800-261-9301
BRUTE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
616 Route 103, North Clarendon, VT 05759
TEL: (802) 773-9301

FAX: (802) 773-9730
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)gnizing Sawflies in Pines
(Or, a Caterpillar Isn't Always a Caterpillar)
By David M. Munson

t's a typical story: a client calls in the early summer complaining that the needles on her 3-year-old pines seem to
have disappeared overnight. On the way back to the office
you stop by to see what the problem is. She has a long row of
loblolly pines that were planted to help screen her backyard from
the adjacent property, which includes a mature stand of shortleaf
Pine close to the property line. One of the larger shortleafs is obviously dying, and all the trees are chlorotic to some degree. Upon
closer investigation, you find the loblollies to be covered with inchlong yellow caterpillars with black spots and bright red heads. They
are making short work of both the new growth and the mature
needles—leaving only thin, withered strands of tissue where the
leaves used to be. You consider a chemical spray, but the client is
concerned about residual chemicals in the yard where her children often play, so you explain the short- and long-term benefits
of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) and schedule an application for later
in the week. Problem solved, right?
Wrong. Like so many other pest infestation cases, the insects in this case are really
only a symptom of a much larger problem
that needs to be addressed. And, while Bt
is an excellent control measure for certain
leaf-eating caterpillars, the pests just described are not caterpillars at all, but rather
the larvae of a wasp known as a sawfly.
Various sawfly species attack coniferous
trees throughout the United States and
Canada. Being able to distinguish between
the major pest species can help the arborist
determine the most effective approach to
controlling these damaging pests.
There are dozens of saw fly species in
North America, feeding on just about ev erything. Fortunately, only a handful are serious pests of trees.
The most damaging species include the redheaded pine sawfly
(described above), the introduced pine sawfly, the blackheaded
pine sawfly, the loblolly pine sawfly, and the Virginia pine sawfly. Telling the different species apart can be difficult, but most
species have one or two distinctive characteristics that allow a
knowledgeable arborist to make a relatively accurate identification in the field.
Sawflies belong to the insect order Hymenoptera, which also
includes ants, bees and wasps. Sawfly adults are rarely seen and
difficult to ientif\ mot pcic irc rtthcr nondecuipt ani tl\ -

J

Photo courtesy Lacy L. Hyce, Auburn University

Introduced pine sawfly: eggs
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like. Depending on the species, adult females may be active in the spring or fall,
laying eggs on the needles of the host
plants or inserting the eggs directly into the
leaves through small slits they have made
with their saw-like ovipositors (hence the
common name sawfly). In southern states,
several species can have two or more generations per year. Larvae generally feed in
large groups on mature leaves, and large
populations can completely defoliate host
trees. Larvae pupate in ground litter and
debris.
As mentioned in the sample case earlier,
pines that are attacked by sawfly larvae are
often experiencing stress from another
source. Affected trees are most often experiencing some sort of drought stress and/
or nutrient deficiency, and become infested
with sawfly larvae in an already weakened
state. Young larvae often leave the toughest portion of each needle consumed,
creating a straw-like appearance that is
easily recognized. Older stages generally
consume the whole needle, and moderate

•
__
to heavy defoliation can
lead to growth loss, crown
/
deformation and even tree
mortality—especially if
W.
leaf consumption continues
through the fall. The likelihood of bark beetle attack
is also increased in a tree
weakened by sawfly defoliation.
Sawfly populations usuntroduced pine sawfly: larva on white pine
ally follow a cyclical
pattern of highs and lows,
where heavy infestations
ous in their early stages, early detection
reach a peak and crash due to natural
can make control a breeze. Simply prune
causes such as temperature fluctuations
off the infested limb or crush the young
and disease. As always, your best hope for
colony with a gloved hand. Many spedefending the trees under your care is to
cies are well camouflaged, however,
keep them healthy. Maintaining regular
making colonies difficult to detect before
watering schedules during times of drought
larval populations get out of hand. By
and closely monitoring trees stressed by
lightly shaking a branch or two during
construction or other factors can help to
routine inspections or maintenance, lar avoid future sawfly damage, as well as outvae can often be agitated into giving their
breaks of other damaging pests.
positions away. Sawflies typically arch
Since most sawfly larvae are gregari-
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From Tree Tech Microinjection Systems comes a full line
of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides, bactericides
and fertilizers in leakproof microinjection units.
Insecticides - Acephate, Vividll and MetaSystox® R
Fungicides - Bayleton®, Aliette® and Alamo®
Fertilizers - Our proprietary NutriJectTM formulations
Bactericides - Oxytetracycline
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Tree Tech
1879 SW 18th Ave
Williston, FL 32696
1-800-622-2831
e-mail: treetek@aol.com
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Alamo is a registered trademark of Novartis Crop Protection, Inc. Aliette is a registered trademark of Rhône-Poulenc Ag Company. Bayleton is a registered
trademark of Bayer, AG. MetaSystox R is a registered trademark of Gowan Company.
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Sawfly or Butterfly?
Proper iden ification is probably the most important factor
for the arbori t—both for determining effective control and
for satisfying the customer. Being able to properly identify
pest insects i spires confidence and expresses professionalism, which can mean the difference between a one-time job
and a long-term client contract. The first step is to distinguish
the sawfly lar a from a moth or butterfly caterpillar. The easiest way to do this is to count the pairs of fleshy prolegs on
the insect. Two to five pairs mean you have a true caterpillar—the offspring of a butterfly or moth. More than five pairs
mean you have a sawfly. From here the identification process
gets more complicated. Some of the most common sawfly
pests of pin$ are briefly described in the following paragraphs in an +ffort to simplify identification of the sawflies
most likely to Pe encountered by the arborist.

Redheaded line Sawfly Neodiprion lecontei (Fitch)
The redheaed pine sawfly larva is easy to identify by its
bright red heed. It has a pale yellow body, approximately 1inch long, maked with several lines of black spots. It feeds
mainly on lob oily and longleaf pines from Canada through
the eastern and southern states, although it will feed on sev eral other varities of pine.

Virginia Pink Sawfly Neodiprion pratti pratti (Dyar)
The Virginia pine sawfly's range spans from New Jersey
through North Carolina. The preferred hosts are Virginia and
shortleaf pines, although they are sometimes found on loblolly.
The larva can be identified by its black head and pale green
body, marked with longitudinal black lines or rows of spots.
Mature larvae pre one-half inch to one inch long.

Loblolly Pin Sawfly Neodiprion taedae linearis (Ross)
As its name suggests, loblolly pifle sawflies prefer loblolly
pine as its host, as well as shortleaf pines. This insect can be
found througt out the southern and central states, and can
be identified by its dull green body lined with black and lighter
colored stripe 3.

Introduced line Sawfly Diprion similes (Hartig)
This destructive insect can be found defoliating eastern
white pines, is well as other pines, from Canada to North
Carolina. The I rva is about one inch long, with a black stripe
on the back a d a shiny black head. The sides are spotted
with blotches f yellow and white.

B1ackheadec Pine Sawfly Neodiprion exitans (Rohwer)
These inch-long, olive-green larvae have dark, black heads
and two black stripes on the top of their bodies, as well as a
row of black 4pots on either side. Blackheaded pine sawfly
larvae feed on loblolly, shortleaf, longleaf, slash and pond
pines. These iisects can be found from Virginia to Texas. 01
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Director and
video graph e
William Trace
provides instructions tc
the assembled
"talent" for a
scene from
video four.
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he NAA offices were a bustle of
activity the first week of May as
producers, directors, actors and
film crew began filming the next video
series, "Basic Training for Ground operation in Tree Care." This five-part
video and workbook training program,
produced jointly by NAA and ISA, is
designed to improve the safety, productivity and morale of field crew personnel
responsible for ground operations.
Two weeks of rain, with intermittent
snow showers, gave way to sunny skies,

Ken Palmer (in the saddle)
discusses a tie-in point
with Peter Gerstenberger
while Sharon Lilly and Bob
Rouse look on.

providing the perfect setting for five days
of shooting. First to arrive were the iron
stars of the production—chippers and a
bucket truck, followed by ropes, saddles,
saws and rigging gear. Special thanks to
Altec Industries, American Arborist Supplies, Bandit Industries Inc., Fanno Saw
Works, Husqvarna Forest & Garden
Company, Mayo Global Transportation,
Morbark, Inc., Vermeer Manufacturing
Co., Wood/Chuck Chipper Corp., and
Woodsman, Inc. for their sponsorship
and equipment.
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FORESTRY BODIES THAT WORK
CALL MIKE CASSIDY
FOR FREE BROCHURE
AND QUOTE

52 Years Building
Quality Forestry Bodies

1-800-288-0992

5cHDDDRP
TRUCK Bonws & EQUIPMENT COMPANY

NATIONAL ARBORIST
ASSOCIATION
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Next came the stars of the shoot, including Sharon Lilly of ISA, Ken Palmer
of ArborMaster Training, Inc., Tim Ard
of Forest Applications Training, and the
NAA's own Peter Gerstenberger and
Robert Rouse.
The components of the video program
and workbook are:

• An Orientation to the Arboriculture
Profession! introduces new hires to the
tree care profession, stresses the importance of safety, details PPE use and
requirements, and prepares workers to
leave the shop.
• Vehicle Safety discusses preparing the
truck and chipper and pre-trip safety considerations for trucks, as well as a variety
of safe driving, parking and operations requirements.
• Job Planning & Preparation details
site inspection, identifying work site hazards, constructing a work plan and job
briefing and emergency preparedness.
• Working Safely & Efficiently covers
controlling pedestrian and vehicular traffic, preparing the equipment and gear.
work sequences and a variety of tasks in
support of the climber.

• Brush Chipper Operation & Maintenance covers the three main types of
chipper. It includes chipper orientation;
preventative maintenance checks; tow ing; setting up for chipping; dragging,
stacking and feeding brush; and field
maintenance.
The video series is scheduled for July
release.
TCI
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New Edition
Now Available
The new edition of the Guide for Plant
Appraisal is available for you. It contains
a number of significant changes, so don't
wait to order your copy. Inside, you will
find differences regarding:

Replacement Cost and Trunk Formula Methods: In the 9th edition of the
Guide for Plant Appraisal, the most significant procedural change is that in both
methods, the costs of the replacement tree
and its installation are adjusted by the Species rating.
Condition: Tree structure is given more

location factors
that influence
the value of
plants. Not only
can it be used
for the valuation of plant
casualties, but
also for insurance purposes.
real-estate
transactions,
plant condemnations, and
tree inventories.

emphasis in the Condition rating.
Location: The rating of a Site is to consider its relative real-estate value on a
percentage basis, not strictly monetarily,
in relation to the city, area, and/or region
in which it is located, as well as its visual
and functional values.
Easements and Rights of Way: Plant
appraisal needs to consider the extent of
the owner's rights on easements and rights
of way.
A More Proactive Approach: Appraising the value of plants before they are lost
or damaged is recommended.
Authored by the Council of Tree and
Landscape Appraisers, this publication is
intended to provide the professional plant
appraiser with information to properly determine the size, species. condition. and

The retail price is $125. NAA member
price is $75. To order your copy, call the
NAA at 1-800-733-2622.
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The Morton Arboretum's new Tree &
Shrub Handbook is designed as a reference guide for home gardeners, but
arborists and landscapers may want to
keep a copy in the truck themselves. Its
well-organized style and liberal use of
color photos makes it a handy pictorial
reference to assist professionals in explaining plant choices to consumers.
The handbook will also help prepare
arborists in answering consumer questions, since it contains answers to
questions most frequently asked of the
arboretum by homeowners and green
industry professionals. Specific topics
include selection recommendations for
different-sized trees; disease-hardy trees
and shrubs; plants tolerant of wet sites:
plants not favored by deer: proper prun-

will help arborists relate this information
to clients.
The Tree & Shrub Handbook is available from the Morton Arboretum for S45
TCI
by calling 630-719-2465.

ing, fertilizing and transplanting techniques; and details about pests and
diseases. While professionals should
know much of this information already,
the format and clarity of the handbook
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In Paris, trees chipped in
a different way
Cutting-edge technology is helping
the city of Paris, France keep track of its
prized shade trees—and prevent crews
from cutting the wrong ones. The city
recently completed the installation of
computer chips in about 90,000 trees,
according to a story from the Reuters
news service.
The chips, which measure about one
inch in length, are bored into the center
of the tree's trunk and left there. The
chips contain an identification number
for the trees that can be read with a
handheld computer. The system costs the
city about $7 per tree.

Michigan issues warning on warm-weather
pruning
It may not be the best case of timing for
arborists, but Michigan agriculture officials are warning against pruning some
varieties of oak during the growing season
because oak wilt is spreading more rapidly
through the state.
According to an Associated Press ar-

tide, it's best to wait until winter to have
work done on most oaks because beetles
carrying the oak wilt fungus are drawn
to fresh cuts or storm damage during the
growing season. Red, black, scarlet and
pin oaks are most susceptible to the fungus, which is spread by beetles attracted
to fresh cuts, and can die within weeks
of initial infection. White oaks and other
varieties may succumb to the disease
over a longer period of time. The Michigan University Extension Service is also
recommending that paint be used on
fresh cuts or damaged limbs to help prevent the spread of the fungus.

Bad tree work may yield
good results
In most communities, tree wardens fight
for every dollar of public funding they get.
But some sloppy tree work has private residents in Provincetown, Mass., offering to
reach into their own wallets to hire a qualified tree warden.
According to the Cape Cod Times, a
crew of workers from the town's department of public works (DPW) was blamed
for over-pruning several trees, including
some on private land, leaving behind unbalanced ornamentals and shade trees with

Designed by a tree climber who wasn't dumber than a log. 888-578-TREE.
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massive rip cuts on their trunks. Residents
at the sandy tip of Cape Cod value the privacy the few shade trees offer so much that
several offered to put up their own money
to hire a tree warden with a background in
arboriculture.
While shying away from taking
citizen's money, the town's selectmen
have taken action. A moratorium on tree
pruning was put into place and the town
is still looking at the possibility of appointing a more qualified tree warden
than the DPW director. In the meantime,
Selectman David Atkinson, who is an
arborist, gave the DPW crew a brief lesson on the basics of trimming trees,
including how to avoid making rip-cuts.

Every tree has a story,
this one had history
Taking down a tree can always cause a
stir. Neighbors peek out of windows and
passersby crane their necks. But that's
nothing compared to the attention one large
tulip poplar on the grounds of St. John's
College in Annapolis, Md., enjoyed.
As reported in USA Today and other
publications, the 97-foot tall tree got quite
a send-off, one fitting for a tree that played
a role in the founding of a country. A 45minute ceremony was held and ships bells
tolled before the cutting of the 400-yearold tree began.
The specimen was known as the last
of 13 Liberty Trees, beneath which
American revolutionaries met in the
early days of the war for independence.
The tree was badly damaged by Hurricane Floyd. The state hired an arborist
to explore possible ways of saving the
tree, but eventually it was decided that
it couldn't be saved without posing a
hazard—a 15-foot crack had opened up
in the trunk.
The Liberty Tree won't soon be forgotten. Cuttings from the trunk were given to
each of the original 13 colonies and nearby,
a 110-year-old offspring of the ancient tree
remains in good health.
But even that's not the end of this tree's
story. A month after the last cut was made,
a Maryland landscaper, Mark Menhert,
told the Baltimore Sun he had recovered
parts of the tree's trunk from a recycling
plant. He plans to put the chunks of wood
up for sale.
TC1
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Electricity: Something to Respect
By Doug Tucker

F

or the past 15 years I have run
my own part-time tree care business, which developed out of a
lawn care business I started in grade
school. My first paid job consisted of
trimming several trees for a neighbor
who saw me climbing in my parents'
trees. I gave the homeowner a written
proposal, she accepted the job, and I
went about completing the work. From
that point on I've been able to handle just
about any job I encountered, as long as I
thought it through carefully and had
good helpers. Most of my training was
on-the-job, and I learned more by asking a lot of questions whenever I
purchased or rented equipment.

Last summer I was asked to bid on removing two large oak trees at a home
about an hour away. I was referred by a
neighbor, and referrals usually led to
winning the bid, so I made a trip out to
the house to review the trees. Two oaks
were positioned in the middle of a cir cular driveway with a picket fence on
one side, shrubs on the other, and electric power lines just past the reach of the
limbs. The larger of the trees was 46
inches in diameter. I carefully assessed
the job, visualizing where each cut would
be and how I would safely bring this
monster to the ground. One limb at a
time, it would be manageable.
The job was fairly straightforward.

T

Toll Free: 800-642-5438
Fax: 704-739-1401
Kings Mountain, NC 28086
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1992 Ford Diesel 55'

1991 Ford Diesel 55'

Climb up, position my rope, work my
way around and cut off limbs one piece
at a time. I kept aware of the power lines
alongside the tree, but wasn't too concerned because no limbs were hanging
over the lines. When I needed additional
reach to tie off a rope, I would use my
aluminum pole saw to position the rope.
Part way through the job I reached across
the tree, looped the rope over a limb,
hooked the end of the rope and pulled it
back toward me. JOLT! The pole saw
jumped from my hands and I felt a sharp
twinge. The shock from the momentary
contact with the wires had traveled
through the rubber-coated saw and my
leather gloves, burning a small divot into
my thumb. I quickly thanked the Lord
that I was still alive and I asked Him to
keep me safe for the remainder of the job.
While I don't know the voltage of the
wires, I would guess they were several
thousand volts. I knew I had to be careful
of the wires, I just hadn't maintained my
awareness as I navigated through the tree.
From that experience, I've gained a
greater respect for electricity. It powers our
society, and it can kill you. I have since
traded in my aluminum pole saw for fiberglass. And more importantly, I have
learned about the training and safety regulations for working around power lines.
Being a weekend warrior is a great way to
earn additional income, but it's not worth
dying for. All tree care workers need to
know and live by the standards that have
been established for our safety.
Douglas K. Tuckeris the owner of Dougs
Tree Service in Clarendon Hills. 111.
TCI

Do you have a story
From the Field?
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TCI will pay $100 for published articles.
Submissions become the property of TCI
and are subject to editing for grammar,
style and length. Entries must include the
name of a company and a contact person.
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